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INTRODUCTION 

Actuality. Safety is an issue of great concern and importance to all walks of life. 

Since man invented the airplane, aviation safety has become an eternal theme of concern in 

the industry. With the development of internationalization, the attention of society to 

aviation safety as well as the requirements have increased year by year. After years of 

continuous efforts by aviation staff, there is a new overall trend in the development of civil 

aviation safety: the accident rate caused by mechanical reasons is decreasing year by year, 

but the proportion of accidents caused by human operation is getting higher and higher. 

Therefore, to improve the safety of the entire civil aviation transport, it is necessary to 

improve the reliability of human operation, so as to reduce the probability of human error 

and ultimately achieve the purpose of improving the safety of the entire aviation industry. 

As an important guarantee for the safe operation and production of civil aviation, civil 

aviation aircraft maintenance is an important prerequisite for maintaining, restoring and 

improving the safe operation of aircraft. Therefore, improving the safety level of civil 

aviation and reducing the rate of aviation accidents has become a focused issue in the field 

of civil aviation aircraft maintenance. The application of new technologies for aircraft is 

also constantly being pushed forward. The premise of civil aircraft maintenance is to ensure 

the airworthiness of the aircraft, which is guided by the early detection and elimination of 

safety hazards and potentially dangerous factors to achieve the goal of high level of safety 

and reliability of the aircraft and further ensure aviation safety. With the continuous 

improvement of modern machinery manufacturing technology, various high and new 

technologies have been substantially applied to aircraft, and aviation technology has been 

continuously improved, which has greatly improved the safety and reliability of the aircraft 

itself. No matter how reliable the aircraft performance is, it still requires planned 

maintenance and repair in order to maintain aircraft reliability and ensure continuous 

airworthiness. 

The Human being is the most active subject in the entire social production, and 

aircraft maintenance is dependent on human behavior, and as automated systems become 

more and more common, there are fewer and fewer opportunities for humans to exercise 

direct manual control over equipment and systems. But aviation However, due to the nature 
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of aviation maintenance work, it is a reserved point of direct contact between humans and 

technical equipment. The limitations of human capabilities can have a significant impact on 

the safety and reliability of civil aviation systems through airline maintenance. 

Nowadays, new aviation technologies are constantly updated and applied, and new 

equipment and procedures of aircraft are becoming more and more advanced and complex, 

but most of the work in aviation maintenance still needs to be done by aircraft maintenance 

personnel, and the characteristics of maintenance personnel such as their working ability 

and physical limitations have not changed, but the use of new materials and complex 

electronic systems on the aircraft has more and more requirements for aviation maintenance, 

for which maintenance personnel must have better technology and skills. In addition, the 

market mechanism of operation now leads to fierce competition in the aviation industry, and 

airline operators require less aircraft maintenance downtime in order to reduce company 

operating costs and improve aircraft utilization. For this reason, civil aviation maintenance 

personnel must bear the time and work pressure, these objective factors lead to maintenance 

errors. 

The term safety culture first appeared in the 1980s at the International Atomic Energy 

Agency and in aerospace science, with the aim of applying the concept of "safety culture" 

as an important management principle to safety management, which can effectively reduce 

the accident rate and more scientifically prevent and handle accidents. In aviation 

maintenance activities A good maintenance safety culture can regulate maintenance 

personnel individual safety behavior and guide the maintenance safety management work 

and guide maintenance safety management into an orderly, sustainable and healthy 

development. It is important for improving aviation safety and reducing maintenance 

accident rate. It is of great practical significance to improve aviation safety and reduce 

maintenance accident rate. 
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The purpose of this work is to study the reliability culture in the aircraft maintenance 

organization. 

In order to achieve this purpose, the following tasks should be accomplished. 

1. Analyze the impact of human factors on reliability. 

2. Identify common problems in aircraft maintenance organizations that affect 

reliability, and further refine and develop reliability models. 

3. To summarize the safety culture of the aircraft maintenance organization and derive 

methodological steps on how to proceed to improve its reliability and safety culture. 

 The object of the research - Reliability and safety culture related to the maintenance 

process in aircraft maintenance organizations 

The subject of the research - Human factors in aircraft maintenance process; 

analysis of reliability of aviation maintenance organization; safety culture in aircraft 

maintenance organization. 

Research Method – Methods of decision theory, reliability theory, probability theory, 

statistics theory, information theory, and expert judgment method were used to solve this 

goal. 

Scientific novelty – Quantitative analysis of the reliability culture of the aviation 

maintenance organization and further suggestions for improving its reliability and safety 
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CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH ON HUMAN ERROR AND RELIABILITY 

 

1.1. Human Error Theory 

 

Aircraft maintenance organization is the last safeguard to ensure the safety and 

quality of civil aircraft and prevent all kinds of accidents caused by mechanical reasons. 

On the one hand, aviation maintenance errors may cause flight accident symptoms, ground 

accidents and flight accidents, light ones lead to economic losses, serious ones lead to 

heavy casualties, and even human catastrophic accidents; on the other hand, maintenance 

errors are serious problems that civil aviation maintenance personnel often appear in their 

work and cannot be avoided completely. At present, the effective measure to reduce 

maintenance errors is to let maintenance personnel understand the causes of civil aviation 

maintenance errors and take corresponding preventive measures. Therefore, if we want to 

study the reliability of maintenance operation, we must first study the aspect of human 

error.  

 

1.1.1. Human Factor 

Human factor refers to the study of human science; the study of people and people 

in the working and living environment, equipment, procedures and environment, and the 

relationship between people and others. Human factors mainly study all the characteristics 

of human beings related to aviation in the aviation system; the research of human factors 

should make use of the knowledge of system engineering and systematically apply the 

science of human beings in order to seek the best performance of human beings. 
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The study of human factors is based on the people in the system. Through the analysis 

of accidents, equipment and environment, the researchers deeply and carefully study the 

relationship among human psychology, physiology, and behavior. Take the analysis results 

as a scientific basis to find out reasonable ways to prevent accidents and avoid human errors. 

 

1.1.2. Overview of Human Error 

The generally accepted definition of "human error" in the world is that the result of 

human behavior exceeds the limits that people can accept, and the deviation between the 

actual realized function and the required function. This deviation specifically includes:  

1) not performing the function assigned to him.  

2) performing the function incorrectly. 

3) performing the external function.  

4) performing the function at the wrong time.  

5) performing the function is not comprehensive. 

The occurrence of human error causes human behavior to deviate from the expected 

requirements, resulting in the following adverse results: 

1) failure to perform correct and appropriate actions and behaviors.  

2) improper and inappropriate actions and behaviors. 

In essence, human error does not refer to the error caused by people's subjective 

intention. Human errors often inadvertently occur to all kinds of maintenance personnel 

engaged in planning, design, manufacture, installation, maintenance and so on. Aircraft 

maintenance error means that the aircraft maintenance operator violates the original system 

characteristics and the law of aircraft operation and makes the wrong maintenance behavior, 

which leads to the maintenance result deviating from the requirements of the engineering 

maintenance manual. 

Human error is the core content of human factors, which is generally understood as 

human error in specific work, and the study of human error involves many disciplines, such 

as physiology, psychology, anthropometry, statistics and so on. The study of human error 

has a strong practicality. 
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In the field of civil aviation maintenance, human is the most active and vulnerable 

subject in the maintenance system. In civil aviation maintenance, taking the human factors 

of maintenance personnel as the research goal, systematic ideas and methods are adopted to 

analyze the relationship between people and the hardware, software and environment in the 

system, so as to study the nature, types and sources of maintenance errors in civil aviation, 

improve the performance of maintenance personnel in civil aviation activities, find ways to 

prevent and overcome errors, and achieve the purpose of ensuring flight safety and 

improving flight efficiency. 

 

1.1.3. Classification of Errors of Maintenance Personnel 

Understanding the classification of human errors is very important for identifying and 

analyzing the causes of civil aviation maintenance errors, and then eliminating human 

errors, and it is also a key step in error control. It’s necessary to focus on the classification 

of errors here: 

1) According to the nature of production, aviation maintenance errors can be divided 

into two types: errors and violations.  

Error means that a person's behavior inadvertently deviates from the previously 

prescribed, required and expected behavior. Violation refers to failure to comply with the 

requirements of regulations or systems such as the engineering maintenance manual. The 

common ground between violations and errors is that people have good intentions and do 

not want to see bad results. The essential difference is whether the maintenance operator is 

aware of the wrong operation.  

Human function has certain limits and is easily affected by the environment. Errors 

occur in people’s behavior, and they are caused by defects or limitations in physical, 

psychological, cognitive, and technical abilities. In the process of processing and 

interpreting the perceived information in the brain, it is easy to make mistakes, because the 

information processing process often depends on the situation. Apart from the interpretation 

of the situation, errors are easy to occur. For example, when the maintenance personnel are 

testing the engine on the ground, the aircraft warning signal is on, and there may be many 

explanations: the conditions set for the test run are incorrect, and the switch or handle is not 
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placed in the correct position; Engine failure; engine-related system failure; influence of 

external conditions, etc. Civil aviation maintenance personnel can only make a correct 

perceptual explanation according to the situation at that time, otherwise, the wrong 

explanation may lead to wrong operation and maintenance errors. 

2) According to the direct degree of the accident caused by maintenance, errors can 

be divided into latent and active. 

Active errors can directly affect the occurrence of accidents, while latent errors have 

indirect effects on accidents. Latent errors usually exist in the system before the accident, 

and may not appear externally, but when the original balance of the system is broken, latent 

errors are transformed into active errors. 

3) According to the man-machine interface, maintenance errors are divided into 

design errors and maintenance operation errors. 

Design errors mean that the design defects of aircraft hardware and software do not 

take into account human characteristics or ergonomic characteristics. For example, in the 

plane crash of China Northwest Airlines TY-154M in 1994, the maintenance personnel 

mistakenly plugged the heading damping plug and the tilt damping plug into each other. The 

two plugs of TY-154M are the same, and there is no error-proof device. After plugging in, 

the maintenance personnel released the plane without inspection and testing. When the plane 

took off, the pilot turned on autopilot, due to the reverse connection of the plug between the 

elevator and the rudder, the rudder operation was not in accordance with the instructions, 

resulting in a large swing of the fuselage, and the aircraft eventually overloaded and 

disintegrated. The maintenance operation error is caused by the limitation of the maintainer 

itself, which is explained in detail in the previous chapter and will not be repeated here. 

4) According to the form of expression, maintenance errors can be divided into 

random errors, system errors and occasional errors. 

Random errors do not have any rules to follow, and errors occur randomly; system 

errors have rules to follow, but there are few factors that cause system errors; accidental 

errors are shown as one-time errors under a series of normal conditions, and this error is 

unpredictable. 
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5) According to the behavior characteristics, maintenance errors can be divided into 

omission errors, addition errors and substitution errors. 

Omission errors mean missing something that should be done. For example, if you 

forget to cover the fuel tank cap after refueling, the switch is not reset, the handle is not 

retracted, and the operation is completed without checking. Addition errors mean that you 

have done something that should not have been done. For example, changing the flight plan, 

aircraft maintenance support personnel are still refueling according to the original plan, and 

so on. Substitution errors mean that when action is needed, the action itself is wrong, that 

is, taking the wrong action. For example, when the maintenance personnel were driving on 

the ground, they found that the plane rushed forward, and the throttle didn’t set the engine 

to idle, at this time, they did not throttle down the engine, but looked for the brake handle to 

brake, causing the plane to rush out. 

6) According to the damage degree of consequences, maintenance errors can be 

divided into errors that lead to abnormal order or condition, equipment losses and casualties.  

Abnormal order and condition; loss of equipment; casualties. This is a qualitative 

description. If the abnormal condition, equipment damage and casualties caused by 

maintenance errors are given quantitative measures, such as the loss of maintenance hours, 

the economic loss caused by aircraft grounding, the financial loss caused by idle equipment, 

and so on. According to the quantitative degree of loss, the consequences of civil aviation 

maintenance errors can be divided into general errors, serious errors, and accident 

symptoms. The impact of maintenance errors on maintenance quality, in addition to the 

severity of consequences, there is also a difference in the frequency of maintenance errors, 

that is, the difference between frequent and occasional maintenance errors. The seriousness 

and repetition of maintenance errors describe the consequences of maintenance errors from 

two different angles of errors, which are the focus of maintenance error control. 
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1.2. Error Analysis Model of Maintenance Organization Personnel  

 

1.2.1. HFACS Model  

Human factors analysis and classification system is a relatively mature aviation 

maintenance error analysis method at present. The HFACS method is based on the Reason 

model. The Reason model is the famous accident chain model, was put forward by Professor 

James Reason, who conducted a systematic study of organizational accidents. The 

framework of the Reason model is shown in Fig 1.1. The induction of accidents is not a 

simple list of unsafe behavior and unsafe supervision behavior. When multiple events or 

errors occur at the same time, and the accident chain is not interrupted during the event, the 

latent failure becomes an active failure, which is characterized by the occurrence of the 

accident. 

 

Fig 1.1 Framework of Reason model 

 

However, the Reason model is only an abstract theoretical model and does not point 

out the defects of different levels. The HFACS model puts forward a detailed coding 

conception of unsafe behavior and its inducing factors, it defines the "hole" in the Reason 

model. The theoretical model of HFACS can be represented by Fig 1.2. 
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Fig 1.2 HFACS model describes the organizational impact level, the unsafe 

supervision level, the prerequisite level of unsafe behavior, and the unsafe behavior level. 

The following is an analysis of the occurrence of maintenance errors from these four failure 

levels: 

1) Unsafe actions: unsafe actions in maintenance include violation of rules and 

regulations and errors. The main difference between errors and violations is that the 

violation in maintenance is the operator's deliberate violation of procedures and regulations; 

the error in maintenance is that the subjective and objective conditions of the maintenance 

personnel are limited, thus the maintenance purpose is not achieved. 

 

Fig 1.2 Theoretical model of HFACS 
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2) The preconditions: the preconditions of unsafe actions lead to unsafe behavior in 

maintenance operation. The premise of unsafe behavior mainly includes operator status and 

team factors. The working state of the operator leads to unsafe behavior, and the state of the 

operator includes the mental, physical, and intellectual state of the maintenance personnel. 

Maintenance status will affect the performance of maintenance personnel. The maintenance 

team also creates conditions for the emergence of many unsafe behavior, which we call the 

influencing factors of the maintenance team. In addition to the team factors in maintenance, 

the environmental factors of maintenance will also lead to poor working conditions of 

operators, which can easily lead to unsafe behaviors. We can classify environmental factors 

as physical working environment, which mainly includes the temperature, light and air 

pressure of the workplace. The physical working environment of maintenance personnel 

plays an important role in their work plan and maintenance operation. 

3) Unsafe supervision: in addition to being related to maintenance personnel, the 

HFACS model also shows that unsafe supervision by management can also lead to 

accidents. The unsafe supervision of management can be divided into four categories: 

inadequate supervision, inappropriate operation plan, unsolved known problems, and 

supervision violations. Management provides guidance, training, leadership, and 

supervision for maintenance work. In the process of supervision, any unsafe supervision 

will breed hidden dangers. 

4) Organizational influences: in the general maintenance system, errors caused by 

organizational influences are easy to be ignored, but organizational human factors are the 

root cause of accidents. Organizational influences are related to maintenance resource 

management and organizational safety culture. Reasonable and scientific maintenance 

resource management will balance safety and production. Unreasonable maintenance 

resource management, driven by interests, often takes the sacrifice of safety as the premise 

to meet the needs of production, thus breeding safety hidden dangers and leading to 

maintenance accidents. 

In the actual production activities, the HFACS model can be used to analyze the 

human error events in the maintenance process and investigate the influencing factors. 
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However, not all maintenance operations have these programs, so the application of HFACS 

model has limitations. 

 

1.2.2. HFACS-ME Model 

Human Factors Analysis and Classification System Maintenance Extension (HFACS-

ME), which makes a further analysis of the factors leading to maintenance accidents based 

on HFACS model. The HFACS-ME method is a classification and extension of HFACS. 

Fig 1.3 shows the structural framework of the HFACS-ME model. As can be seen from Fig 

1.3, the HFACS-ME method divides the whole process of the accident into four related 

levels: maintenance personnel, working environment, management, and maintenance errors. 

From the structural framework of HFACS-ME model, we can see that maintenance behavior 

errors directly lead to accidents. The management environment, maintenance personnel 

status, working environment and other factors indirectly lead to the occurrence of the 

accident, that is, as a latent error indirectly led to the occurrence of the accident. HFACS-

ME divides the maintenance error mode and its causes into error and violation, and finally 

can be divided into 8 error modes, and finally summarizes as many as 26 error causes. 

However, the 26 influencing factors summarized by the above HFACS-ME model are 

only the approximate statistics of aviation maintenance error data. Although HFACS-ME 

cannot deeply understand the internal relationship among the influencing factors, HFACS-

ME method has been fully recognized and used in aviation maintenance error analysis. 

On the basis of existing research results, under the framework of using HFACS-ME 

method to classify aviation maintenance errors and causes, according to the characteristics 

of the causes of maintenance team operation errors, comprehensively using the existing 

reliability analysis model, the error influencing factors are found. The reliability analysis 

model suitable for the maintenance team is established, and the reliability of the 

maintenance organization is analyzed and modeled. 
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Fig 1.3 HFACS Maintenance Extension Model 

 

 

 

1.3. Research Methods of Human Reliability 

 

In the quantitative analysis of human behavior errors, it is necessary to study the 

quantitative analysis method of human behavior errors, that is, human reliability analysis. 

Human reliability research has gone through three stages of development, there are many 

methods used in the study of human reliability in three stages. At present, the most important 

thing to analyze human reliability is to use all kinds of HRA models to analyze human 

reliability, the typical model methods of human reliability analysis are briefly introduced 

and summarized in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Introduction to the typical Model method of Human Reliability Analysis 

HRA model Brief introduction of method 

First 

stage 

AIPA 

The accident initiation and progress analysis method, which was put forward by 

Fleming in 1975, is the earliest and widely used human reliability analysis 

method, which relies on the expert scoring method to determine the probability 

that the behavior cannot be carried out.  

The main influencing factors studied by this method are the average response 

time of execution behavior and the available response time. 

HCR 

The human cognitive reliability model is based on the SRK model. HCR believes 

that the failure probability of each behavior type is related to the ratio of allowable 

time to execution time, available task time, operator experience, stress level, 

operation flow guidelines, man-machine interface, and other influencing factors. 

Second 

stage 
CREAM 

The method of cognitive reliability and error analysis was first systematically put 

forward by Erik Hollnagel in his book ‘Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis 

Method’ in 1998, and it is a typical representative of the second generation HRA 

method based on human cognitive model. Based on the same classification 

system, a new framework for human error analysis is provided. The main feature 

of this method is to be used for retrospective analysis and predictive analysis. The 

main function is to identify cognitive failure and make quantitative analysis by 

evaluating Common Performance Conditions (CPCs). 

Third 

stage 
CES 

Cognitive environment simulation is the study of the formation and action of 

people's intentional behavior. methods the influence effects within the team and 

the changes of operators' behavior affected by the environment are discussed. 

Kondo et al. in Japan established a team cognitive process model using computer 

simulation technology. Considering the influence of communication and 

cooperation among team members on task completion, they tried to quantify the 

reliability of the team with the information processor network and used the 

Dynamic Flow Chart (DFM) Method to describe the task execution process of 

the team in the computer simulation model. 
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IDAC 

The model of team situational information processing, decision-making and 

execution is a simulation-based HRA method developed by Professor A. Mosleh 

of the Reliability Research Center of the University of Maryland on the basis of 

IDA. The most prominent feature is the evaluation of operator cognitive 

Performance Impact Factor (PIFs), and the simulation-based HRA method 

developed on the basis of IDA. The main influencing factors involved include 

mental state, physical state, memory information, inherent characteristics, 

environmental factors, conditional events, teams, and organizations, etc. 

 

1.4. Quantitative Analysis method of Human Reliability 

1.4.1 THERP Model 

Technique of Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) model is a human reliability 

analysis method based on HRA analysis event tree model. THERP model needs to know the 

status of the system when it is applied. It analyzes the human behavior involved in human 

events according to the accident or event development process, and quantitatively calculates 

the event tree after determining the failure path. In THERP method, human reliability 

accident or event tree refers to a series of operation events in the process of operation, which 

is in the order of time and expands in two states: success and failure. Each of its bifurcations 

represents the necessary operations carried out by the task processing of the system. 

According to the reliable event tree of human factors in a certain operation process, all 

possible human error patterns and operation results can be determined. If each branch of the 

event is given a corresponding probability, the probability of success or failure of the job 

can be finally determined. 

The THERP method analyzes the task through the HRA event tree, quantitatively 

calculates the human error data obtained by the expert judgment and modifies the probability 

value of the event by Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs), correlation processing and 

recovery factor. 

THERP method has considered the factors of team in the diagnostic model, but not 

fully considered the cognitive activities of team. The application of THERP method to the 

analysis of the characteristics of personal errors cannot fully cover the characteristics of 
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team errors, so there are some deficiencies in the analysis of positive/negative correlation 

caused by organization activities, the transmission range of correlation influence, the 

quantitative relationship of correlation degree and so on. 

 

1.4.2. CREAM Model 

Cognitive Reliability and Error Analysis Method (CREAM) model can consider the 

human error factors comprehensively, such as operator training level, environmental factors, 

and task time to calculate the level of human reliability under specific conditions. The basic 

idea of the CREAM method is that the operator's behavior is not randomly generated but 

depends on the specific task scenario. CREAM uses Contextual Control Model (COCOM) 

as the basis of its cognitive process. In this model, the cognitive control mode can be divided 

into four categories: Scrambled, Opportunistic, Tactical, and Strategic. Each type of control 

mode corresponds to a Human Error Probability (HEP). The core concept of CREAM is to 

emphasize that human performance output is not a simple random behavior, it depends on 

the circumstances and environments in which people complete the task. The circumstances 

and environments discussed here determines people's response behavior mainly by affecting 

people's cognitive control modes and responses in different cognitive activities. 

In view of the wide application prospect of CREAM extended prediction analysis in 

industrial engineering system accident analysis, safety analysis, risk assessment and other 

fields, this paper simply introduces the steps of the extended prediction analysis: 

 

1) Through the analysis of tasks, the cognitive function is determined. 

First, the task analysis is carried out, and the event sequence is established according 

to the operation steps. Then, according to the sequence of events, the cognitive activities 

needed to complete each task step are identified. CREAM model classifies cognitive 

function into four categories: observation, interpretation, planning and execution. Each type 

of function corresponds to multiple failure modes. The CREAM model gives the basic 

values and upper and lower bounds of the explanation and failure probability of 13 kinds of 

cognitive function failure modes. 

2) Evaluate Common Performance Conditions (CPC) and obtain CPC weights 
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According to the scenario provided by the CREAM model and the 9 corresponding 

CPC factors and their corresponding level values given in the CREAM evaluation model, 

the expected effect of CPC on performance reliability is determined. 

3) Identify the possible errors of the subjects and determine the failure mode of 

cognitive function. 

According to the 13 cognitive failure modes given by CREAM and referring to the 

level of common performance factors, the most likely cognitive failure modes in each 

cognitive activity were determined. 

4) Predict reliability probability. 

CREAM proposed Cognitive Failure Probability (CFP), while the traditional research 

object is Human Error Probability. The CREAM model predicts the failure probability 

according to the execution process of the task. The prediction process is as follows: 

1. According to the cognitive failure mode given by the model and the given basic 

failure probability, the basic failure probability of the cognitive failure mode in each 

cognitive activity of a specific event is determined, and the CFP value of the cognitive 

activity can be preliminarily obtained, which is recorded as CFPinitial. 

2. One of the most important features of the model is to evaluate the impact of CPC 

on CFP. According to the weight factor table of the four cognitive functions corresponding 

to the CPC factors provided by the CREAM model (see Table 4.4), the weight factor of each 

CPC factor corresponding to each cognitive activity can be obtained by looking up the table. 

On this basis, the product of the weight factors of all CPC factors under each cognitive 

activity is obtained, that is, the total weight factor value（ValueTWF）of the cognitive 

activity is obtained, the revised CFP value is:  

Revised Initial TWFCFP CFP Value=   

 

3. All cognitive activities in each operation were modified according to processes 1 

and 2. By determining the calculation method according to the logical relationship of all 

cognitive activities in each operation, the total CFP value of the operation step can be 

obtained. 
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1.4.3. IDAC Model 

Information，Decision and Action in Crew Context (IDAC) model is a typical 

representative of the latest third generation HRA. The model is based on the IDA model 

proposed by the University of Maryland in 1994. It describes the behavior response of 

nuclear power plant operators under accident conditions. IDA is based on simulation 

analysis method, and IDA model uses virtual environment, scene and human to simulate 

human behavior and performance in the real environment. The IDAC method provides a 

basis for HRA modeling and quantitative dynamic evaluation to illustrate the dynamic 

characteristics of human-computer interaction in complex systems. The IDAC method has 

been preliminarily developed and applied to the simulation analysis of nuclear power plants. 

The main differences between the IDAC model and the previous cognitive model are 

as follows: 

1) The IDAC model not only analyzes the operator and the environment of the 

operator, but also considers the factors outside the environment, and defines a series of 

Performance Impact Factors (PIFs) and their interdependence. 

2) The model establishes the dynamic information transmission flow chart and 

combines with the ADS program to simulate the operator's dynamic response process in the 

accident evolution process. 

However, the IDAC method is still in the stage of continuous development and 

improvement, IDAC is still very difficult in quantifying specific human event errors. IDAC 

does not essentially analyze the human cognitive process, lack of more in-depth analysis of 

the mechanism of human error and does not clearly explain the dynamics of human-

computer interaction and PSFs. And the model is still far away from the actual application, 

facing a lot of problems to be solved. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION 

2.1. Information Processing Model of Maintenance Organization Personnel 

 

2.1.1. Human Information Processing Model 

 Human information processing is realized by the brain transmitting information with 

the outside world through visual, tactile, taste and other organs. If people want to have any 

contact with the external environment, the brain will go through internal information 

processing and finally produce a response. Errors occur in any process of the brain 

processing information. 

The process of processing and interpreting information in the cerebral cortex is mainly 

done through a variety of human senses. Because people's interpretation of information 

depends on the situation at that time. Once a person is separated from the situation, it is easy 

to make mistakes. 

In Wickens’s human information processing model, environmental stimuli, such as 

light or sound waves, are converted into nerve pulses and temporarily stored in short-term 

memory. If enough attention becomes stimulating information, the short-term memory 

storage information is compared with the long-term memory storage pattern to form a 

psychological representation of the current state of the outside world, and the individual 

needs to decide whether to react to the collected information or ignore it until an important 

event occurs. The human brain takes samples from a variety of cues of the environment to 

determine the mode of choice. The basic model framework of human information processing 

is shown in Fig 2.1. 
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Fig 2.1 Basic framework of human information processing model 

2.1.2. Information Processing Model of Maintenance Personnel 

Aircraft maintenance organization personnel are professionals who use practical 

knowledge of aviation systems and equipment to specialize in avionics systems (electrical, 

electronic, communications, computers, etc.) or mechanical systems (hydraulic, air-

conditioning, flight control, structure). It can also refer to the crew or technicians who are 

in the workshop and hangar, or who provide services for third-party maintenance units. 

In either case, maintenance personnel should be properly trained to cope with each 

system or device and understand how the specific work should be done. When there is a 

fault in the system, the maintenance personnel should follow the standard operating 

procedures for troubleshooting, fault isolation and fault repair. Maintenance personnel 

should be able to disassemble and install components and test the installed components to 

achieve standardized operation. 

In the process of carrying out maintenance operations, maintenance personnel should 

constantly process the information and be able to carry out relevant operations at any time. 

As Fig 2.2, Wickens provides an information processing model for the human-machine 

interaction. The model is a quantitative model, and its processing of information is divided 

into three stages: 
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1) Perception stage: Maintenance personnel identify the input maintenance 

information through vision and hearing. The information generated at this stage comes from 

external stimulus signals, and if the maintenance personnel do not feel accurate about 

obtaining the information, it will lead to errors. 

2) Decision-making and response phase: At this stage, the maintenance personnel 

must make decisions. Under the allocation of attention resources, maintenance personnel 

will respond accordingly based on working memory. If the working memory or attention 

allocation of maintenance personnel is unreasonable, it will lead to errors. 

3) Control action phase: At this stage, the decision and response are selectively 

implemented, the maintenance personnel will choose the appropriate actions according to 

the specific work. If there is a deviation in the behavior and operation of the executor, it will 

also lead to errors. 

It should be noted that attention resources must be allocated reasonably at every stage 

of human information processing. Improper allocation of attention will lead to the reduction 

of the efficiency of information processing, when beyond a certain limit, it will lead to errors, 

and even lead to accidents. 

 

 

 

Fig 2.2 Information processing model for the human-machine interaction 
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2.2. Reliability Analysis of Maintenance Organization Personnel 

 

In the reliability analysis of maintenance organization personnel, it is necessary to 

learn from the human reliability model and establish the reliability analysis of maintenance 

organization personnel on the basis of human reliability analysis. 

 

2.2.1. Comparative Study on Typical Models of Human Reliability Analysis 

Based on the analysis of the typical models of human reliability, the advantages and 

disadvantages of various typical reliability models are compared, and the appropriate 

reliability model is selected to analyze the team reliability. Table 2.1 shows the comparison 

of typical models of Human Reliability Analysis (HRA). 

 

Table 2.1 Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of typical models for 

Human Reliability Analysis 

Typical  

HRA model 
Advantage Disadvantage 

First 

stage 

AIPA 
It can be used to study the correlation 

between response times. 

1.Using the dichotomy logic of HRA 

event tree (success and failure), the 

model is not quite in line with the 

actual situation. 

2.Lack of proper consideration of 

Performance Shaping Factor (PSFs). 

3. Over-reliance on expert judgment. 

HCR 

1.It is suitable for diagnosing decision 

behavior. 

2.Considering the correlation between 

people. 

Second 

stage 
CREAM 

1.Based on cognitive psychology. 

2.The model gives the failure mode of 

cognitive function and the corresponding 

basic value of failure probability. 

3.The idea of correcting the basic 

probability value by the CPC factor of 

the environment is given. 

1.Rely on expert judgment, there is no 

standard for judgment. 

2.Simplification of the consideration 

of influence factors. 

3. The model lacks consideration of 

organizational factors. 

Third 

stage 
IDAC 

1.The model gives a large number of 

Performance Impact Factors (PIFs). 

2.The model explains the theory of 

human reliability analysis in the 

organization and gives the evaluation of 

the value of PIFs. 

1.Can't deal with all behaviors and 

relationships. 

2. Lack of specific research on the 

dynamics of human cognitive process 

and human-machine interaction PIFs. 
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2.2.2. Reliability Analysis of maintenance Organization personnel 

In the complex maintenance system, the behavior of maintenance individuals is not 

only affected by their own characteristics, but also restricted by external factors, they exist 

in the maintenance system in the form of organization and management, environment and 

so on. Maintenance individuals need to form maintenance institutions in order to play a 

better role in complex maintenance systems. Three or more operators are required to carry 

out maintenance operations continuously or at the same time. The maintenance operation 

process is often shown as the collective behavior of the maintenance organization, and the 

maintenance individuals influence each other in the aspects of motion characteristics, space 

occupation, speed change, motion trajectory and time structure. The collective operation 

itself is realized through the mutual intersection, mutual inspection, and mutual promotion 

among the members of the maintenance organization, it is the mutual coordination of each 

individual in the organization. 

When a maintenance organization carries out a maintenance task, it is assumed that 

the number of operators is n, the fault set of the coordinated operation of the maintenance 

organization is Vn, and the operation set is Un. Then the approximate expression of team 

reliability Rq is: 

1 n
q

n

V
R

U
= −  

Suppose that vi and ui are the fault set and operation set of the operator i, and α，β，

γ is the other relevant constraint variables. Vn and Un can be expressed as: 
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Organizational reliability is a new field of human reliability analysis, which plays an 

important role in studying the reliability of complex systems. In the complex modern man-

machine-environment system, the type of human behavior includes complex behavior 

processes such as perception, identification, judgment, and execution. If the first-generation 

analysis model (such as THERP) is used alone, the analysis of the event may be imprecise 

and too rough; if the second-generation analysis model (such as CREAM) is used alone, it 

cannot reflect the fault characteristics of all kinds of behavior and lack of analysis and 
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comparison of a variety of influencing factors; if the third-generation analysis model (such 

as IDAC) is used alone, there is a lack of analysis tools for cognitive errors. Therefore, the 

three models are combined in the reliability research of the maintenance organization, and 

the maintenance error event tree is established by using the advantages of the first-

generation analysis model in the analysis stage. Then the possible failure probability is 

analyzed by using CREAM and IDAC methods. Through the study of the working 

characteristics of maintenance operators and the comparative analysis of typical reliability 

analysis models, the advantages and disadvantages of each model are summarized, and the 

appropriate analysis model is selected to construct the basic framework of maintenance 

organization reliability analysis. Finally, this paper combines the three models to form an 

organic whole, establishes the research idea of the reliability model of the maintenance 

organization, and constructs the reliability model which is suitable for the maintenance 

organization personnel. 

 

2.3. Construct the Reliability Analysis Framework  

 

The existing individual error models are mainly aimed at the research model of 

individual mental process analysis. These models belong to human error methods, focusing 

on the description of the mechanism of single human error, such as Rasmussen's decision 

ladder model and skill-rule-knowledge model, Holl Nagel’s simple cognitive model, 

Rouse's operator behavior model and so on. The inherent defects of human thought and 

behavior determine the uncertainty and randomness of human behavior types and ways 

under different conditions, while the existing individual error models are based on 

assumptions and experiences. the understanding of the complex cognitive process of the 

operator is also insufficient. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the basic framework of 

organizational error analysis model in order to analyze the reliability of maintenance 

organization. 

For work in high-risk and complex industries, organization members need to work 

together as a team to make corresponding diagnoses and decisions. Therefore, the impact of 

team performance needs to be taken into account when evaluating the security and reliability 
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of such complex systems. The organizational failure model requires that the organizational 

members should be regarded as a whole as the research object, and their cognitive 

mechanism and behavioral reliability should be studied. For example, Sasou and Reason 

define and classify the errors of maintenance organizations and discuss the relationship 

between behavior formation factors. Rouse et al developed a specific psychological model 

when explaining the communication, cooperation, and team performance of organizational 

members, which provided a research basis for the study of organizational behavior. 

Combined with the nuclear power plant simulator, Sasou et al qualitatively studied the 

relationship between operator errors and the decision-making ability of inspectors and 

managers in abnormal conditions. Sasou also establish an organizational behavior 

simulation system to simulate the organizational decision-making process and classify 

organization behavior. Yufei Shu et al developed an organizational behavior model, which 

includes four sub-models: task model, event model, organization model and human-machine 

interface model. In this way, the environment and situation of organizational cognitive 

processing are determined, and the reliability analysis is carried out. 

When analyzing the reliability of maintenance organization personnel, it is necessary 

to establish the behavior model of organization personnel, including task model, event 

model, organization model, and environment model. The approximate framework of the 

maintenance organization personnel model is shown in Fig 2.3. 

 

 

Fig 2.3 Framework of maintenance organization personnel model 
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The task model mainly refers to the tasks that the maintenance organization needs to 

complete, and determines the tasks undertaken by each member of the organization by 

completing the requirements of the task, because each maintenance personnel has their own 

unique knowledge, skills, and cognitive style. When the maintenance organization performs 

complex tasks as a whole, the task is subdivided and assigned to each member. The cognitive 

style of the maintenance organization is determined by the environment of the individual 

and the responsibility of the role played by the individual. According to the information 

processing model, the process of aircraft maintenance personnel completing maintenance 

tasks can be divided into three basic steps, namely, perception of information, processing of 

acquired information, decision-making and final action. The task model determines the type 

and amount of information exchanged among the members of the organization, and the task 

affects the way and the result of the maintenance organization to deal with the problem. 

The organization model defines the composition, responsibility, and authority 

distribution of organization members, as well as cohesion, cooperation, communication 

quality, coordination, and other factors. The model determines the way in which individuals 

communicate and cooperate with each other. The mode of operation of each member is not 

static but will change due to the change of task concern, mood, fatigue, and internal quality. 

The way of cooperation among members of the maintenance organization determines the 

development of the event. 

The event/accident (The accident here mainly refers to the operational error of the 

personnel) model mainly describes the occurrence and change process of events, as well as 

the sequence of events in the event model directly determined by the task model. For 

multiple task choices in operation and decision-making, the event model has multiple event 

sequences of development and differentiation, so event sequences can be constructed 

through hierarchical task analysis. Aiming at the specific work such as operation or 

maintenance in the complex human-machine system, the task or sub-task sequence is 

constructed by hierarchical task analysis, and the task structure of the specific work is 

obtained. 
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The environment model is used to describe the basic situation of the surrounding 

environment when an event occurs, which is mainly related to the physical environment of 

the workplace and the human-machine interface in the process of maintenance operation. 

 

2.4. Cognitive Behavior Types and Failure Modes of Maintenance Organization 

 

2.4.1. Cognitive Behavior Types 

When studying the CREAM model, Erik Hollnagel analyzes the process of event / 

accident cognitive behavior, which is divided into four categories: observation, 

interpretation, planning, and execution. At the same time, the classification of cognitive 

behavior by CREAM model provides a prerequisite for the establishment of event sequence. 

So that people can systematically describe the development of events，focus on identifying 

and determining the whole process of human task execution and the corresponding 

environment. 

Based on the interpretation of cognitive behavior by CREAM model, this thesis 

makes a preliminary analysis on the cognitive behavior of aircraft maintenance organization. 

The cognitive process is roughly divided into four modules: observation, interpretation, 

planning and execution. Each module has its corresponding error category. In the analysis 

of maintenance work, the cognitive behavior of maintenance organization is divided into the 

process of fault identification, diagnosis and decision-making, maintenance plan-making, 

action execution and so on. And each module can be divided into several cognitive activities. 

This thesis points out that there are 15 types of important cognitive behaviors involved in 

the completion of a task, they are coordinate, communicate, compare, diagnose, evaluate, 

perform, recognize, sustain, monitor, observe, schedule, record, regulate, scan, inspect. The 

cognitive behavior types of maintenance personnel involved in completing a maintenance 

task should be among these behaviors. The cognitive process of maintenance organizations 

is the re-cognitive process of the members of these organizations, which involves a variety 

of behavior types, including the relationship between cognitive behavior types and cognitive 

function, as shown in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 The relationship between cognitive behavior types and cognitive function 

Behavior types 
Cognitive function 

Identification Decision Plan Action 

collaboration   √ √ 

communicate    √ 

compare  √   

diagnose  √ √  

evaluate  √ √  

perform    √ 

recognize  √   

sustain   √ √ 

monitor √ √   

observe √    

schedule   √  

record  √  √ 

regulate √   √ 

scan √    

inspect √ √   

 

2.4.2. Determine the Cognitive Failure Mode of Maintenance Organization 

According to the known types of cognitive errors, combined with the cognitive failure 

modes provided by CREAM model, this thesis analyzes and summarizes the classification 

of cognitive function failure corresponding to the four cognitive processes of identification, 

decision, planning, and action. The results are shown in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Cognitive function, failure modes and basic values of probability 

Cognitive 

function 
Failure modes and explanation  

Basic 

values 

Identification 

I1 Observe the wrong target: choose the wrong observation object. 0.001 

I2 Misidentification: failure of identification caused by erroneous or partial 

identification. 
0.007 

I3 No identification: omission or neglect of signal and maintenance data. 0.007 

Decision D1 Diagnostic failure: incorrect or incomplete diagnosis. 0.20 
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D2 Decision mistakes: the decision-making process is not started, or wrong 

decision is made. 
0.01 

D3 Inappropriate decision: the result of the decision is not in line with the 

reality. 
0.01 

D4 Decision delay: the decision starts slowly, and the result is not timely. 0.01 

Plan 
P1 Priority error: incorrect determination of priority in order 0.01 

P2 Inappropriate plan: the design of the plan is unreasonable and cannot 

meet the requirements. 
0.01 

Action 

A1 Wrong way of execution: the way is expected to be performed does not 

meet the actual requirements 
0.003 

A2 Execution time error: the action performed is not appropriate in time, too 

early or too late 
0.003 

A3 Execution target error: the action moves to an adjacent, similar, or 

unrelated target, such as pressing the wrong button. 
0.0005 

A4 Execution order error: the actions performed are not logically correct. 

Such as repetition or jumping. 
0.003 

A5 Execution omission: no action was performed in the event of 

intervention, including the omission of any step in a series of actions. 
0.03 

 

2.5. Establishing the Reliability Model of Maintenance Organization 

 

In this thesis, based on the comprehensive application of the original analysis 

framework of CREAM and IDAC model, and according to the characteristics of operation 

behavior of maintenance organization, a reliability analysis model suitable for maintenance 

organization is established. 

The maintenance work is analyzed under the framework of the behavior model of 

maintenance organization. According to the CREAM model, the cognitive behavior of 

maintenance personnel in the process of operation includes four parts: observation, 

interpretation, planning, and execution. These four parts can also be divided according to 

the analysis of IDA model, and cognitive behavior can be divided into three parts: input, 

processing, and output of information. Fig 2.4 shows the process and modules of 

information processing in the IDA model. 

(1) Information preprocessing module, including information filtering, understanding, 

correlation analysis, determination of transmission process. 

(2) Problem-solving and decision-making module, including operator situation 

assessment, accident diagnosis, response plan. 
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(3) Action execution module, mainly including the information conveyed by the 

problem-solving and decision-making module.  

(4) Mental state module, including memory and knowledge base directly affect the 

circulation of IDA and promote the transmission of information. It mainly affects the 

behavior process through the influence factors. 

 

Fig 2.4 Internal module association diagram of IDA model 

 

According to the maintenance characteristics of maintenance personnel, combined 

with the information processing model, the aviation events that may be caused by 

maintenance errors are analyzed. The purpose of the analysis is to identify the operation 

stage in which the maintenance organization error occurs and decompose the event into 

tasks. The principle of task analysis is to integrate and disperse the target events of the 

analysis, the task is decomposed into every action of the maintenance personnel. Each action 

here matches the cognitive behavior types mentioned above, and the cognitive process of 

maintenance organization is divided into four processes: fault identification (Identification), 

diagnosis and decision-making (Decision), maintenance plan-making (Plan) and action 

execution (Action). Fault identification is the input of information; diagnosis and decision-

making and maintenance plan are the processing of information in the human brain; 

execution is the output of information. The data obtained in the process of human factor 

reliability research mainly refers to the probability that people complete some cognition and 

action under specific working conditions in the process of manipulating the machine. These 

cognitive and action processes are broken down into very small action units. Based on this, 

the IDPA model of maintenance organization in Fig 2.5 is established. 
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Fig 2.5 The IDPA model of maintenance organization 

 

It is also an explanation of the IDPA model for cognitive failure modes and failure 

probabilities in Table 2. 3:  

(1) When establishing the IDPA model of aircraft maintenance organization, draw 

lessons from the existing error classification results according to the maintenance operation 

characteristics of the maintenance organization, classify the cognitive function errors in the 

four cognitive stages of IDPA, and get the cognitive failure mode of maintenance personnel.  

(2) The existing probability of cognitive failure mode comes from the current human 

reliability evaluation method to evaluate the probability of human cognitive failure 

probability, because the probability data given by different evaluation methods are different, 

here the reference value of the data is obtained by referring to the behavior failure 

probability provided by Erik Hollnagel and Alan D.Swain, which is more recognized by 

people. Although the aviation industry does not fully recognize the objectivity of these data, 

we can think that these values are similar to the true values of failure probability, so they 

can be used as basic probability values. 
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2.6. Research on Influence Factors of Reliability 

 

2.6.1. An Overview of Reliability Influence Factors 

In the study of human reliability, researchers generally believe that human error is 

caused by the human environment, but specific to which situational and environmental 

factors have not reached a consistent conclusion. Situational environment will affect 

people's cognitive function, and the exertion of people's cognitive function determines 

people's error pattern. The behavior of aircraft maintenance personnel is affected by many 

factors. The factors that affect the cognition and behavior of maintenance personnel are 

called Performance Influence Factors (PIFs). Cognitive function is the key to analyze the 

reliability of human operation. Therefore, constructs the influence of influencing factors on 

human cognitive function and the correlation between influencing factors by analyzing the 

influence of situational environment on human cognitive function. Therefore, we can 

analyze the impact of situational environment on human cognitive function, use reliability 

impact factors to describe the situational environment of maintenance team, and construct 

the relationship between PIFs and maintenance team by analyzing the impact of PIFs on the 

cognitive function of maintenance team. Reasonably select the PIFs factors that affect the 

reliability of the maintenance organization and modify the PIF value. This is used to quantify 

the probability of human error events in reliability analysis. 

 

2.6.2. Relationship between Influencing Factors and Cognitive Behavior 

Performance Influence Factors (PIFs) is a basic concept in the IDAC model, and it is 

a variety of factors that affect human operation. It includes not only the influence of external 

factors on the operator, but also the influence of the operator's self-body factors. 

Y.H.J.Chang and A.Mosleh studied the influencing factors of performance when 

applying IDAC model to study the reliability of operators. When individuals encounter 

abnormal events, they will have instinctive reactions to physical, cognitive, and emotional 

aspects, which influence each other and affect individual problem-solving behavior. These 

performance factors include both internal and external performance factors, which will have 

a direct or indirect impact on individual behavior. 
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Among them, the internal factors include the operator's physical factors, memory 

information, mental conditions; external factors are divided into four parts: team-related 

factors, organization-related factors, environmental factors, and conditional event-related 

factors. 

Y.H.J.Chang and A.Mosleh studied the effects of performance factors on operators' 

cognitive behavior, as shown in fig 2.6. 

 

 

Fig 2.6 The influence path of PIFs on operator behavior IDA 

 

2.6.3. Determination of PIFs 

 Human errors occur in maintenance organizations affected by various factors, which 

will lead to the reduction of the reliability of maintenance operations, so the factors that 

affect maintenance errors are the factors that lead to the reduction of reliability. According 

to the understanding and summary of the maintenance errors caused by the maintenance 

organization in the second chapter, combined with the performance factors given by the 

IDAC model, there are many factors that affect the maintenance team errors in the aircraft 
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maintenance system, but from the essence of maintenance errors, the factors affecting 

maintenance reliability can be divided into internal and external factors. The internal cause 

refers to the inherent reliability factors affecting the maintenance personnel, including the 

physical and mental status of the operator, while the external cause is mainly the 

environment of the maintenance operator, including working environment, living 

environment, conditional events, etc. 

Human reliability is not caused by a single factor, but by the joint action of various 

factors. In order to clarify factors, which affect the occurrence of maintenance errors, 

through the summary of the existing reliability research results and the factors affecting 

human reliability in maintenance technical manuals, the standard system of reliability 

influencing factors for maintenance organizations is established according to the 

characteristics of civil aviation maintenance personnel performing tasks. It is necessary to 

classify the PIFs before establishing the index system of influencing factors of maintenance 

organization reliability. 

 

2.6.4. Classification of PIFs 

 Combined with the study of human cognition in human cognitive psychology and the 

understanding of IDAC model, in the process of PIFs grouping considering the reliability of 

maintenance organization, we focus on the influence of internal factors of maintenance 

members on employee operation, because external factors can also be regarded as the 

embodiment of internal factors. PIFs is divided into four categories according to human 

behavior: mental state, memory information, physical factors, and external factors. 

Mental state, also known as psychological factors, is the most important internal 

factor affecting the reliability of maintenance organization, including cognitive model and 

tendency, emotional intensification, fatigue perception, perception and evaluation, and 

internal diathesis; physical factors include age, sex, physical condition, physical and 

psychological fatigue of maintenance personnel; memory information mainly includes the 

memory of the current decision-making, operation and maintenance results, the operator's 

knowledge and experience, the operator's skill proficiency, and the memory of input 
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information; external factors include team-related factors, organization-related factors, 

environment-related factors, conditional events. 

The following is an explanation of the specific situation of the identified four 

categories and eleven subcategories of PIFs. 

 

Mental state (psychological factors): 

1) Cognitive pattern and tendency 

Cognitive pattern and tendency mainly refer to the degree of attention of maintenance 

organizations to maintenance tasks and maintenance plans; the impact of changes in 

maintenance environment on maintenance operations; the impact of personal maintenance 

tendencies on maintenance operations.  

Maintenance organizers must have a comprehensive understanding of the task and 

plan in the process of carrying out the task and pay close attention to the maintenance task 

and plan. Human attention resources are certain and are also limited by human ability. 

Inaccurate attention leads to the omission of maintenance information or unpredictable 

changes. 

The change of maintenance environment will also lead to the lack of attention of 

maintenance personnel, resulting in incomplete and inaccurate cognitive function, resulting 

in errors in fault identification, decision-making, planning and implementation. 

Personal maintenance tendency refers to the operation carried out according to one's 

own cognitive tendency in order to complete the maintenance task in the maintenance 

operation. It is a kind of operation that makes one's attention resources focus on maintenance 

in order to achieve the maintenance purpose. Extreme personal maintenance tendency will 

directly lead to maintenance errors, which in turn lead to system errors. Personal 

maintenance tendency can be divided into two categories, which are caused by self-factors 

and external factors, internal factors mean that there is a large gap due to different experience 

and knowledge of individual  bodies, and external factors refer to errors made by individuals 

or maintenance teams in the process of identification, decision-making and implementation 

of tasks due to the limitation of existing external resources (such as management, 

organization, safety culture, etc.). 
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2) Emotional intensification 

Emotional influence mainly refers to maintenance pressure, frustration, uncertainty 

about maintenance results and quality, task choice and maintenance goal conflict.  

Emotional intensification of maintenance mainly refers to the state of worry or fear 

when dealing with maintenance tasks, and the stressors include psychological and physical 

aspects. The intensification of maintenance emotion is defined in four parts: stress, 

frustration, conflict, and uncertainty.  

Maintenance pressure refers to the ability of the maintenance team to bear and solve 

problems psychologically and physically in the face of the current maintenance task; the 

sense of frustration refers to the deviation between the decision-making and implementation 

of the maintenance plan and the actual requirements, resulting in a psychological gap; the 

sense of conflict refers to the contradiction between the maintenance operation and the 

actual requirements of the maintenance team; and the sense of uncertainty refers to the 

inability to understand the maintenance task and plan due to lack of knowledge or ability.  

 Different types of emotional agitation will have different effects on maintenance 

personnel, and the results are also different, so it is necessary to make a distinction in the 

analysis of human reliability. 

3) Fatigue perception 

Fatigue perception refers to time-related load, passive information load, task-related 

workload, task-independent workload.  

Time-related load is not enough time to solve maintenance problems, and continuous 

operation for a long time will bring pressure to maintenance personnel. Task-related load 

refers to maintenance errors caused by mistakes in planning and arranging maintenance 

tasks, which lead to maintenance tasks not in line with the actual capabilities of maintenance 

personnel. Task-independent load means that outside the workplace, the implementation of 

the maintenance plan will be affected due to the influence of family, society and so on. 

Passive information load means that when carrying out maintenance tasks, the maintenance 

information is not actively understood but passively accepted by the external environment, 

and the information created by individuals is disclosed by the outside world. 
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When dealing with fatigue, the influence of various factors is also different. 

Individuals living in society will be subject to the interaction of various loads, which must 

be taken into account in the process of studying reliability. 

4) Perception and evaluation 

Perceive the severity of the current fault, the clarity of roles and responsibilities, the 

familiarity of maintenance tasks, the response of system faults and contradictions, the 

complexity of maintenance tasks, the risk of current failures, and the complexity of 

maintenance strategies.  

The perceived severity consequences of fault identification and decision-making are 

potential negative effects, which may lead to direct cognitive changes. In many other 

specific tasks, operators rely on two attributes: importance and urgency. Perceiving current 

fault severity and current fault risk can diagnose the importance of the task. The perceived 

urgency is determined by the time constraint load. In the aspect of understanding the 

complexity of the task, the maintenance task can be divided into multiple sub-tasks, each 

sub-task contains multiple execution actions; in the maintenance process, the understanding 

of the risk of the fault is the process of cognition of the fault by the maintenance personnel. 

incorrect cognition will lead to insufficient understanding of the harmfulness of the fault, 

resulting in potential harm; the perception of the complexity of the maintenance strategy is 

the premise for maintenance personnel to allocate problem-solving resources. The 

perception of the fault and contradictory response of the maintenance system will affect the 

fault judgment of the maintenance team, the distribution of attention, the perception of 

information and the judgment of action. 

5) Internal diathesis 

The main factors that affect the internal diathesis of maintenance personnel are the 

self-confidence of maintenance organization, the type of problem solving, and 

morale/motivation/attitude. Maintenance organization members have different levels of 

self-confidence according to their own maintenance experience and skills, and maintenance 

organizations with high self-confidence perform well in the process of identifying faults, 

planning, and carrying out maintenance tasks. The way that maintenance organizations deal 

with failures is determined by the maintenance organization's personal maintenance 
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tendency and cognitive level. The morale/motivation/attitude of maintenance organization 

mainly refers to the attitude of maintenance operators towards ensuring maintenance quality, 

which is mainly reflected in the enthusiasm of maintenance work. Positive attitude and high 

morale can have a positive impact on the cognitive level of maintenance personnel. 

 

 

Physical factors: 

Physical factors mainly refer to the age of maintenance personnel; the gender of 

maintenance personnel; physical fatigue produced in the process of operation; and 

psychological fatigue.  

Psychological fatigue means that people engage in some monotonous and mechanical 

work activities for a long time. With the biochemical changes of the body, local nerve cells 

in the center are suppressed due to continuous tension, resulting in a significant decrease in 

people's enthusiasm and interest in work and life, until boredom occurs. Physiological 

fatigue mainly refers to continuous operation, and the functions of all aspects of the body 

gradually decline with the passage of time, resulting in abnormal operation. The age and 

gender of the maintenance crew will also affect the cognitive level and executive function 

of the maintenance staff. 

 

Memory information: 

Memory information mainly includes the memory of the current decision-making, 

operation, and maintenance results; the operator's knowledge and experience; the operator's 

skill proficiency; and the memory of input information.  

The operator's lack of knowledge or experience will lead to maintenance errors in the 

process of maintenance error identification, planning and execution. The operator's 

unskilled skills will have an impact on the familiarity of the maintenance task; the inaccurate 

memory of the input information leads to a low cognitive level, which may lead to loopholes 

in fault identification. 

 

External factors: 
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1) Team-related factors. 

Maintenance team cohesion refers to the level at which maintenance team members 

are trained or perform their duties as a team, and each member has different roles and 

responsibilities (including backup responsibilities).  

Maintenance team coordination refers to maintenance team size, overall maintenance 

level, team stability (for example, if many members are replaced, especially by unskilled 

members, team performance is likely to decline). 

Maintenance team membership means that operators engaged in different systems 

(mainly those engaged in avionics and mechanical systems) need the joint efforts of team 

members in the course of carrying out tasks.  

Maintenance team communication availability refers to the adequacy and 

effectiveness of the communication means used by the maintenance team in the course of 

their work, the matching between the operator and the communication equipment, if any, 

the failure or functional ineffectiveness of the communication system (for example, signal 

congestion caused by high-capacity communication signals) the possibility of unmanned 

operation of communication equipment, etc.  

Maintenance team communication quality refers to signal distortion or equipment 

degradation due to equipment failure (for example, equipment outdated or lack of 

maintenance) or human error (for example, heavy accent, vague language, and unclear 

instructions).  

The combination of maintenance classes refers to the strength, experience, and 

reliability of the decision maker.  

The degree of combination of the maintenance class refers to the advantage, 

experience, and reliability of the decision maker. The quality of leadership consists of three 

elements: background trend, commitment to employees, and overcoming changes in the 

situation. The degree of commitment can be measured by three dimensions: recognition of 

work, identification with colleagues, identification with the organization, etc. 

2) Organization-related factors. 

Safety culture and quality refers to the clear emphasis on safety/quality policy, 

including the corporate safety culture promoted by enterprises for production safety.  
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Task, work process design and guidance refer to the completeness and correctness of 

the work order/task specification and the timeliness of work assignment.  

Work remuneration and leader appreciation means that one's work is recognized by 

the leader and rewarded materially.  

Tool availability refers to the availability of tools needed during maintenance work.  

Tool quality and suitability refers to the availability of tools specifically designed for 

specific tasks. 

 Program Manual availability refers to the availability, clarity, and accessibility of the 

work required by the existence and ease of use of the program and the ease of use of the 

content (for example, document indexing).  

Program validity refers to document fidelity (for example, appropriate level of detail, 

integrity, and consistent discipline for actual work), identifiability and readability (for 

example, page layout), and applicability (for example, terms of the list).  

In the process of performing maintenance tasks, maintenance personnel need to work 

together to complete maintenance tasks successfully. In maintenance operations, different 

employees remind, consult, supervise each other, and provide suggestions to complete tasks 

together to achieve different responsibilities. 

3) Environment-related factors. 

Working environment (management, software, and hardware control) mainly refers 

to the management of physical working environment and man-machine interface. The 

uncomfortable physical environment in the process of maintenance operation (such as 

uncomfortable temperature, the influence of noise, insufficient lighting, poor lighting, etc.) 

will cause the maintenance personnel to have irritable psychology in the process of 

maintenance operation. affect the cognition and implementation process in the maintenance 

process. The unscientific and unreasonable man-machine interface will directly affect the 

interpretation of information by maintenance operators, and a reasonable man-machine 

interface will improve the ability of maintenance personnel to obtain information and 

improve the maintenance rate. 

4) Conditional events. 
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Conditional events include the possibility of potential human error (for the quality of 

maintenance work); the hidden possibility of system failure for the maintenance system 

detection and recovery specified in the above cases; the quality of the products of vendors 

and suppliers, and the maintenance and upgrade of the subcontract system; management 

loopholes in the use of maintenance resources.  

Conditional events reveal the pre-existing problems of a certain failure possibility. In 

order to pursue economic benefits, some flights may retain faulty flights (there are a large 

number of latent failures), which will increase the fault handling pressure of the maintenance 

organization in the case of previous problems, resulting in an impact in the implementation 

of maintenance tasks. 

 

2.7. The PIFs of Maintenance Organization  

 

2.7.1. Determination of PIFs of Maintenance Organization 

According to the previous classification of PIFs, combined with the influencing 

factors of maintenance organization behavior errors in chapter 1, the understanding of the 

reliability of maintenance organization personnel and the IDPA model established in chapter 

2, the PIFs that affects the reliability of maintenance organization can be preliminarily 

determined. As shown in Table 2.4: 

 

Table 2.4 The PIFs of maintenance organization 

Categories Subcategories PIFs 

Mental 

state 

(psychologi

cal factors) 

Cognitive 

pattern and 

tendency 

The degree of attention to the maintenance task  

Changes in maintenance environment  

Personal maintenance tendency 

Attention to maintenance system 

Emotional 

intensification 

Maintenance pressure  

Conflict between task selection and ideal goal  

Frustration 

Uncertainty 

Time-related workload  
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Fatigue 

perception 

Task-related workload 

Task-independent workload 

Passive information workload 

 

Perception 

and  

evaluation 

Perception of current fault severity  

Perception of current failure risk  

Perception of familiarity with maintenance tasks  

Perception of system fault judgment and response  

Perception of maintenance task complexity  

Perception of maintenance policy complexity  

Perception of clarity of roles and responsibilities  

Internal 

diathesis 

Confidence  

Ways to solve problems 

Morale / motivation / attitude 

Memory information 

Knowledge / experience   

Skill proficiency 

Memory of decision, operation, and maintenance results  

Memory of input information 

Physical factors 

Maintenance personnel Age  

Maintenance personnel Sex 

Physical fatigue 

Psychological fatigue 

Health 

Physical function 

External 

factors 

Team-related 

factors. 

Maintenance team cohesion  

Maintenance team coordination 

Maintenance team members 

Maintenance team communication availability  

Maintenance team communication quality 

Maintenance team cooperation 

Organization-

related factors 

Safety culture 

Design and guidance of task and work process 

Work compensation, Leader appreciation  

Program Manual availability  

Procedure effectiveness 

Tool availability and applicability  
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Tool quality  

Environment-

related factors 

Physical working environment  

Man-machine interface 

Conditional 

events 

Possible hidden system failures  

Potential errors of maintenance personnel 

Management vulnerabilities exist in the utilization of 

maintenance resources 

2.8. Reliability Model of Maintenance Organization 

 

2.8.1. Determining the Relationship between CPCs and PIFs 

Reasonable selection of PIFs affecting maintenance organization reliability and 

correction of CPC is a necessary part of the quantitative calculation of maintenance 

organization reliability and one of the key steps to complete the analysis and calculation of 

maintenance organization reliability. 

The data underlying the CREAM model requires the evaluation of 9 categories of 

CPCs by experts or persons familiar with the operational process. These 9 categories of CPC 

include organizational perfection, working conditions, perfection of human-machine 

interface and operational support, protocols, availability of plans, number of simultaneous 

targets, available time, working time, adequacy of training and experience, and quality of 

cooperation of shift members. CREAM, as a relatively mature method of human reliability 

analysis, its application in civil aviation is mainly for controllers and In this paper, we use 

CREAM method to predict the probability of human errors in the process of cognitive 

decision making, so when we use CREAM method to quantitatively analyze the probability 

of human errors in aircraft maintenance, we need to analyze the probability of human errors 

in the process of cognitive decision making. Therefore, when using CREAM to 

quantitatively analyze the probability of human errors in aircraft maintenance, some basic 

concepts need to be modified or explained and supplemented. 

Further analysis of the CPC is required to reduce the subjectivity of the data in the 

evaluation. The expected effects of the nine CPC factors on the reliability of human 

performance are determined from these, based on the environmental conditions in which 

maintenance personnel perform their tasks, in combination with the nine levels of CPC 
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factors given in the CREAM model approach, each of which corresponds to multiple PIFs. 

The common performance conditions of the maintenance organization and the included PIFs 

are now interpreted. 

The degree of organizational perfection, including (1) the design and guidance of the 

work process, (2) the internal safety concept, (3) the degree of application of the procedure’s 

manual during the work process, (4) the compensation for the work and the appreciation of 

the employees by the business leaders, (5) the effectiveness of the maintenance procedures, 

and (6) the clarity of their roles and responsibilities.  

Working conditions, including (7) the physical working environment (temperature, 

lighting, air pressure, etc.) and (8) changes in the maintenance environment. 

Perfection of human-machine interface and operation support. The interface here 

refers mainly to the interface that is directly contacted during the maintenance process, but 

also includes the hardware-software system for maintenance. It includes (9) human-machine 

interface, (10) perceived complexity of the repair task, (11) tool availability, (12) frustration, 

(13) tool quality and suitability, and (14) physical ability (age, gender, etc.). 

Availability of regulations and plans, including (15) perception of current fault 

severity, (16) perception of current failure hazards, (17) management gaps in the utilization 

of maintenance resources, and (18) maintenance strategy complexity. 

Number of simultaneous targets, including (19) attention to maintenance tasks, (20) 

task-Related Workload, (21) task-irrelevant workload, (22) passive information load, and 

(23) possible hidden system fault. 

Available time, including (24) maintenance pressure, (25) task selection and target 

conflict, and (26) time-related load. 

Working time arrangement, including (27) physical fatigue and (28) psychological 

fatigue. 

The adequacy of training and experience, including (29) uncertainty, (30) degree of 

confidence in operation, (31) type of problem solving, (32) morale/motivation/attitude, (33) 

knowledge/experience, (34) skill/proficiency, (35) personal propensity to repair, (36) 

potential for maintenance personnel to make errors, (37) memory for decisions, operations, 
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and repair results, (38) memory for input information, (39) familiarity with maintenance 

tasks, and (40) perception of system fault judgment and contradictory response. 

Reliability of organization members, including (41) maintenance organization 

cohesion, (42) maintenance organization coordination, (43) maintenance organization 

members, (44) maintenance organization communication availability, (45) maintenance 

organization communication quality, and (46) maintenance organization combination. 

Based on the expert opinion and the understanding of PIFs and CPC, the relationship 

between CPC and PIFs and the corresponding weights to cognitive function failure was 

summarized as shown in Table 2.5 below. 

 

  Table 2.5 CPC, PIFs and the corresponding weights to cognitive function  

CPC PIFs 
Score 

level 

Effect on 

reliability 

Weights to cognitive function  

I D P A 

The degree of 

organizational 

perfection 

(1)(2)(3) 

(4)(5)(6) 

 9-10 

6-8 

3-5 

0-2 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

Reduction 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

2.0 

0.8 

1.0 

1.2 

2.0 

Working 

conditions 
(7)(8) 

 8-10 

4-7 

0-3 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

Perfection of 

man-machine 

interface and 

operation support 

(9)(10)(11) 

(12)(13)(14) 

 9-10 

6-8 

3-5 

0-2 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

5.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

Availability of 

regulations and 

plans 

(15)(16) 

(17)(18) 

 8-10 

4-7 

0-3 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

Number of 

simultaneous 

targets 

(19)(20)(21) 

(22)(23) 

 8-10 

4-7 

0-3 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

5.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

Available time (24)(25)(26) 

 8-10 

4-7 

0-3 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

Working time 

arrangement 
(27)(28) 

 6-10 

0-5 

Nothing 

Reduction 

1.0 

1.2 

1.0 

1.2 

1.0 

1.2 

1.0 

1.2 

The adequacy of 

training and 

experience 

(29)(30)(31)(32) 

(33)(34)(35)(36) 

(37)(38)(39)(40) 

 8-10 

4-7 

0-3 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.5 

1.0 

5.0 

0.8 

1.0 

2.0 

Reliability of 

organization 

members 

(41)(42)(43) 

(44)(45)(46) 

9-10 

6-8 

3-5 

0-2 

Improvement 

Nothing 

Nothing 

Reduction 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

2.0 

0.5 

1.0 

1.0 

5.0 
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2.8.2. Prediction of Failure Probability 

In this thesis, the cognitive failure probability is referred to as CFP for short. First of 

all, according to Table 2.3, the basic value of failure probability of functional failure mode 

in each cognitive function is determined, which is recorded as CFPbasic. Then evaluate the 

influence of CPC on CFP. According to Table 2.5, the weight of each CPC factor to each 

cognitive function can be obtained, and then the product of the weight factors of all CPC 

under each cognitive function can be obtained respectively, that is, the total weight (WT) of 

the cognitive function can be obtained: 

9

.

1

T i ij

j

W CPC
=

=  

In the equation, i =1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to identification, decision, plan, and action; j 

=1, 2, …, 9 correspond to nine CPC factors, respectively. 

The CFPbasic is modified by the obtained WT, and the actual cognitive failure 

probability (CFPactual) in the cognitive process is calculated: 

. . .actual i basic i T iCFP CFP W=   

 After each cognitive function calculates the actual CFP value according to the above 

steps, the error probability (Per) of the aircraft maintenance organization to complete this 

maintenance task can be obtained: 

4

.

1

1 (1 )er actual i

i

P CFP
=

= − −  

 

2.8.3. Instance Analysis of Reliability Model 

Three maintenance personnel in the technical maintenance center of an airline carried 

out the engineering instruction B737.GZ.99057R1 "replace the suppression diode of the 

refueling valve actuator" on a B737-300，and taking this as an example, the model was 

analyzed in detail. 

When using the IDPA model to analyze the reliability of the maintenance team, the 

basic idea is to analyze the maintenance errors that may occur in the maintenance 

organization in the process of completing the task, using the established model combined 

with specific maintenance events. On the basis of knowing the basic value of the cognitive 
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failure probability of the maintenance organization, using the evaluated PIFs and CPC to 

obtain the weight of cognitive function failure. Then the basic failure probability value is 

modified, and finally the reliability of the maintenance organization is calculated. 

 

The analysis of known events using the model is divided into four steps:   

(1) Analyze maintenance tasks and construct analysis sequences. 

The ‘ replace the suppression diode of the refueling valve actuator ’ during 

maintenance is divided into simpler action structure units, and the following sequence is 

constructed. 

I: identify and judge the faults in the maintenance process. 

D: the diagnosis is determined according to the fault identification results, and the 

decision is given.  

P: make maintenance plan according to diagnosis result and decision.  

A: perform maintenance tasks according to the maintenance plan. 

The human factor data needed in the process of studying the operation reliability of 

the maintenance organization mainly refers to the probability of completing a certain 

cognition and action shown by the maintenance personnel in the process of operating the 

machine. The cognitive and action processes in the maintenance operation are divided into 

very small action structural units. When applying the model to analyze the operation 

reliability of maintenance personnel, firstly, the maintenance operation process is 

decomposed according to specific events. The event tree under the IDPA model is built as 

shown in Fig 2.7. 

 

(2) Identify cognitive behavior of maintenance organizations and determine failure  

modes. 

The failure mode of the task is analyzed according to the constructed event tree, the 

previously determined maintenance failure mode, the type of cognitive behavior and the 

relationship between cognitive function. The gray section in Table 2.6 shows the failure 

mode, corresponding to the event tree for the development of the replacement diode event 

in Fig 2.7. 
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Table 2.6 Task analysis of maintenance organization 

Task 
Task analysis 

I D P A 

Replace the 

suppression 

diode of the 

refueling 

valve 

actuator 

I1 
Wrong identification 

of diode connection 

direction 

D1 

Error in decision-

making of diode 

connection direction 

P1 

Improper plan 

when wiring 

diodes 

A1 

The operation 

mode of diode 

wiring is wrong 

I2 
The direction of the 

diode connection is 

not identified 

D2 

Inappropriate 

decision when 

replacing diodes 

P2 

There is no 

priority to plan the 

direction of the 

diode line. 

A2 

Error selecting 

connection target 

I3 
Correct identification 

D3 

 Correct decision 

P3 

Correct plan 

A3 

Correct action 

 

 

 

Fig 2.7 Event tree for the diode replacement task 

 

(3) Classify and evaluate PIFs to determine CPC.  

According to the relationship between PIFs and CPC performance impact factors 

determined in Table 2.5, the impact weight in each process of IDPA is determined. 

According to the sequence of events obtained by task analysis and the determined cognitive 
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failure modes, combined with all the PIFs corresponding to each type of CPC, the CPC is 

finally determined. According to the maintenance organization task analysis Table 2.6, the 

design reliability impact factor (PIFs) score table is shown in Appendix B, and the score 

table is sent to the experts for scoring. 

The scores are calculated and recorded in Table 2.7, and the corresponding weights 

are obtained by looking up Table 2.5.  

 

 

Table 2.7 The weight value of cognitive failure corresponding to CPC 

CPC Score 
Score 

level 

Effect on 

reliability 

Weights to cognitive function  

I1 I2 D1 D2 P1 P2 A1 A2 
The degree of 

organizational 

perfection 

4 3-5 Reduction 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.2 

Working 

conditions 
8  8-10 Improvement 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 

Perfection of 

man-machine 

interface and 

operation support 

8 6-8 Improvement 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 

Availability of 

regulations and 

plans 

2 0-3 Reduction 2.0 2.0 5.0 2.0 

Number of 

simultaneous 

targets 

7 4-7 Nothing 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Available time 8  8-10 Improvement 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Working time 

arrangement 
8  6-10 Nothing 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

The adequacy of 

training and 

experience 

5 4-7 Nothing 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Reliability of 

organization 

members 

3 3-5 Nothing 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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(4) Calculate the probability of maintenance organization errors in the maintenance 

process, and finally determine the reliability of maintenance operation (In these equations, 

i =1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to identification, decision, plan, and action; j =1, 2, …, 9 correspond 

to nine CPC factors). 

The total weight (WT) of the cognitive function:  

9

.

1

0.80

0.40

3.00

0.48

T i ij

j

W CPC
=





= = 



  

 

The actual cognitive failure probability: 

2

3

. . . 2

3

1.12 10

8.0 10

6.0 10

1.68 10

actual i basic i T iCFP CFP W

−

−

−

−

 



=  = 


 

 

The error probability (Per) of the aircraft maintenance organization to complete this 

maintenance task can be obtained: 

4

.

1

1 (1 ) 0.0725er actual i

i

P CFP
=

= − − =  

According to the calculation, the probability of error for the whole task is 0.0725, 

which is the order of magnitude of 10-2 to 10-1, so the probability of failure in this 

maintenance operation is high. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAFETY CULTURE OF MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION 

 

3.1. The Relationship between Safety Culture and Reliability 

 

From the instance analysis of the reliability model of aircraft maintenance 

organization in the second chapter, we can see that the CPC scores related to organizational 

safety culture are not high, which reflects that maintenance organizations do not attach 

importance to safety culture or are unable to cultivate safety culture effectively. In any case, 

the lack of safety culture results in unsatisfactory reliability in maintenance operations.  

If the safety culture of the maintenance organization can be improved, the reliability 

of the maintenance operation can be improved. For example, in the previous instance 

analysis of the reliability model, if the maintenance organization has a perfect safety culture, 

it will maximize the relevant CPC score and improve the expected effect of reliability. 

Through the calculation formula of the reliability model, the maintenance operation 

reliability of the organization is recalculated, the new error probability is 0.0074, which is 

close to 1 / 10 of the previous error probability, and the difference is an order of magnitude.  

It can be seen that the reliability of maintenance operation has been greatly improved. 

From this, it can be concluded that the perfection of the safety culture of the maintenance 

organization is positively related to the reliability of the maintenance operation of the 

organization. The development of safety culture can improve the reliability of the 

organization. 

It should be pointed out that only when people have a more comprehensive 

understanding of the organization's security culture can they better improve reliability. 
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3.2. Safety Culture within Maintenance Organization 

 

3.2.1. The Concept of Safety Culture 

An aviation safety culture is a system of beliefs, values and rules about aviation safety. 

Whether formal or unwritten, these beliefs, values and rules are shared by everyone in the 

organization. It effectively reflects a company's true commitment to safety in day-to-day 

operations, from leadership to employees, and defines how safety is prioritized in practice. 

It includes the following elements: safety management, employee responsibilities, the 

relationship between management and employees, and the structure of the safety 

management system - or SMS. 

It is imperative to understand that a safety culture in aviation applications is the 

responsibility of everyone in the organization, from the junior staff member to the CEO on 

the board. It is something that needs to be implemented on an ongoing basis to ensure that 

employees consistently adhere to safety guidelines. In addition, organizations need to 

periodically review their safety policies to confirm that with the policies in place aviation 

maintenance personnel are keeping up with new technology in the field and progressing in 

tandem with the aviation industry. 

3.2.2. Critical Elements of Safety Culture 

The culture of an aviation maintenance organization is defined by what people do. 

The decisions that people make indirectly reflect the values of the organization. The 

following are the four key elements of a safety culture, the activities that make up an 

"informed culture" - those in the organization who manage and operate the system have the 

most up-to-date knowledge of human beings, so their perceptions and behaviors determine 

the technical, organizational and environmental factors of safety throughout the system. 

1) Reporting culture 

•people are encouraged to voice safety concerns, report their errors or near-misses 

•when safety concerns are reported they are analyzed and appropriate action is taken 

 

2) Flexible Culture 
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•a culture capable of adapting effectively to changing demands 

• ability to switch from bureaucratic, centralized mode to a more decentralized 

professional mode 

 

2) Learning Culture 

•people are encouraged to develop and apply their own skills and knowledge to 

enhance organizational safety 

•staff are updated on safety issues by management 

•safety reports are fed back to staff so that everyone learns the lessons 

 

4)Just culture 

• people are encouraged, even rewarded, for providing essential safety-related 

information 

•errors must be understood but willful violations cannot be tolerated 

•the workforce knows and agrees on what is acceptable and unacceptable 

 

 

Fig 3.1 Critical elements of safety culture 
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3.2.3. Analysis of the Safety Culture Structure of Aviation Maintenance 

The spatial structure of aviation maintenance safety culture can be divided into three 

levels: upper, middle and lower, i.e. surface, middle and deep layers. The surface safety 

culture is expressed in material form, which is outwardly visible, such as the safe working 

environment of maintenance personnel and the production and display of various safety 

publications; the middle safety culture is expressed in human behavioral activities or 

behavioral guidelines, which is not as outwardly visible as the surface culture, but also not 

as hidden as the deep culture, which can be seen or heard, including the maintenance style 

and maintenance behavior of maintenance personnel and various safety The deep safety 

culture is manifested by human ideology, which is invisible and hidden, such as maintenance 

personnel's safety values and safety attitudes. 

The three-layer structure of aviation maintenance safety culture is interrelated, 

forming a horizontal system, and there are differences between each level. Its core layer is 

the deep culture, which is the basis for the formation and development of culture. Any 

culture is first conceptions, beliefs, etc., and then there are behavioral activities to achieve 

certain conceptions and beliefs, and only then will systems and norms be developed to 

ensure the normal development of these activities and to make them effective, and only then 

will the material culture related to them be produced. 

The construction of aviation maintenance safety culture is a long-term, complex 

system project, and the effectiveness of its construction depends on a number of factors. The 

mainstream view of domestic safety academia combined with the practical experience of 

aviation equipment maintenance guarantee, from the following five aspects to analyze its 

content structure. 

 

1) Organization administration. 

Aviation maintenance safety culture construction follows the principle of combining 

management and the masses, which means that the enthusiasm and creativity of both 

management and the masses should be given full play to form a situation of full participation 

and ensure the healthy development of safety culture construction. The management of the 

aviation maintenance system is the "practical leader" of the safety culture construction, with 
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authoritative, guiding and demonstrative role, the words and actions of the management 

have a very strong influence on the masses. Whether the management can become the 

advocate, promoter, manager and demonstrator of aviation maintenance safety culture 

largely determines the success or failure of the construction of aviation maintenance safety 

culture. 

 

2) Safety concept culture. 

Aviation maintenance safety concept culture mainly refers to decision makers and the 

majority of aircraft personnel to accept safety values, safety awareness, safety value 

standards, etc. Aviation maintenance safety concept culture is the core and soul of 

maintenance safety culture. It is the core and soul of the maintenance safety culture, as well 

as the basis for forming and improving the safety system culture, behavior culture and 

material culture. It is the basis for the formation and improvement of safety system culture, 

behavior culture and material culture. It is the basis for the formation and improvement of 

safety system culture, behavior culture and material culture. At present, the concept culture 

in the field of aviation maintenance safety. At present, the concept culture in the field of 

aviation maintenance safety mainly includes: the concept of prevention; the concept of 

quality first; the concept of safety first, etc. At present, the concept culture in the field of 

aviation maintenance safety mainly includes: the concept of prevention; the concept of 

quality first; the concept of safety first, etc. 

 

3) Safety system culture. 

Aviation maintenance safety system culture is to guarantee aviation maintenance 

activities in the process of personnel, equipment and environment safety and to form a more 

stable and perfect various safety regulations, operating procedures, preventive measures, 

safety education and training system, etc., which is the overall reflection of the way of 

thinking and behavior of the personnel engaged in aviation maintenance The overall 

reflection of the way of thinking and code of conduct of personnel engaged in aviation 

maintenance. Aviation maintenance and security activities have a series of strict, mandatory 

maintenance activities have a series of strict, mandatory and accepted by the maintenance 
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personnel to form their own system of rules and regulations, which is different from other 

industries professional ethics, it requires the implementation of regulations and systems 

Throughout the maintenance process, the maintenance activities and the maintenance 

behavior of the personnel are regulated by the regulations and systems, that is, in accordance 

with the law. Maintenance in accordance with the law. At the same time, the profound 

understanding of the aviation maintenance safety system and safety rules by the aircraft 

maintenance personnel largely depends on a well-established safety training system. 

 

4) Safety behavior culture. 

Aviation maintenance safety behavior culture is under the guidance of safety guided 

by the culture of safety concept, the safety activities, the safety behavior guidelines, thinking 

and behavior patterns, and through the human spirit state, work style and customs, etc. It is 

reflected through human spirit, work style and moral customs. Aviation maintenance safety 

behavior culture is the practical reflection of safety concept culture. The safety behavior 

culture of aviation maintenance is the practical reflection of the safety concept culture. In 

all activities of aviation maintenance, the safety condition of each activity is related to the 

behavior of the participants. The safety condition of each activity is related to the behavior 

of the participants. Only by ensuring the safety of each participant's behavior can we ensure 

that the aviation equipment system is in a safe and healthy state of development. 

 

5) Safety material culture. 

Aviation maintenance safety material culture refers to the work environment and 

technical equipment used in the maintenance of aviation equipment to protect the physical 

and mental safety and health of aircraft personnel. It is a kind of surface maintenance safety 

culture with material form as the main research object. Safety material culture is the material 

form and means of expressing the concept culture, behavior culture and system culture, 

which plays an important role in forming a strong safety culture atmosphere and enhancing 

the safety culture identity of all personnel. 
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3.3. Organization's Approach to Evaluating and Improving Safety Culture 

 

3.3.1. The Measurement of Safety Culture 

Having a firm grasp on a common set of beliefs within an organization is a more 

abstract task than measuring the performance of an aircraft engine. However, a good way to 

measure the effectiveness of any safety culture is to conduct a survey. 

It helps to have the safety director (sometimes called the safety manager) take the lead 

on the organization's safety efforts. In addition, getting honest perspectives from all levels 

of the organization is a proven way to measure the overall buy-in of employees to a safety 

culture. Of course, for any survey to be effective, a number of key points need to be 

considered. 

First, to encourage meaningful responses from all employees, the survey should be 

anonymous and intentionally designed not to favor any one group within the organization. 

Second, survey results should be confidential and available for organizational use. 

Third, once collected and reviewed, the results should be used to help address any 

shortcomings the organization may have in its security culture. 

 

3.3.2. The Development Strategy of Safety Culture 

Combined with the CPC and PIFs included in the CPC related to safety culture in the 

IDPA model in Chapter 2, we can see some of the factors that contribute to the development 

of safety culture. This paper further summarizes some strategies for the development of 

safety culture in maintenance organizations 

 

1) Improve safety rules and regulations.  

In the work of aircraft maintenance, the relevant personnel should pay attention to its 

management and clarify the safety problems existing in civil aviation aircraft maintenance 

from the perspective of safety, through the continuous analysis of the problems, combined 

with the actual situation of civil aviation aircraft maintenance, in order to take reasonable 

measures to improve the reliability of maintenance organization. 
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Therefore, in carrying out safety management, the maintenance organization should 

gradually improve the safety rules and regulations, through the full discussion of the current 

aircraft maintenance work, thus formulating detailed management objectives, and managers 

work around the objectives to carry out safety culture. At the same time, in the actual 

maintenance process, maintenance organizations need to combine the specific situation, the 

development of corresponding rules and regulations, can effectively restrain the 

maintenance personnel effectively, to avoid their maintenance process is not in accordance 

with the fixed procedures to carry out maintenance operations, thus very easy to cause safety 

accidents. Moreover, in the process of improving the rules and regulations, the maintenance 

work can be constantly investigated and researched, and the content of the system can be 

gradually optimized to improve the rules and regulations that do not meet the actual situation 

and gradually reduce the probability of unsafe events. In addition, in the system, should also 

be clear maintenance personnel specific work content, determine the staff's own 

responsibilities, and require maintenance personnel in accordance with the provisions of the 

operation, to achieve a positive safety effect 

 

2) Strengthen the comprehensive quality of personnel.  

In aircraft maintenance management, maintenance personnel play an important role 

and can fully achieve the goal of leadership. The quality of maintenance personnel is directly 

related to the quality of civil aviation aircraft management. For this reason, civil aviation 

enterprises should pay more attention to the quality of maintenance personnel, requiring 

maintenance personnel to have higher professional literacy, and have excellent professional 

ethics, superb work skills, strong safety awareness and so on in the actual management 

process. Therefore, civil aviation enterprises should conduct regular training for 

maintenance personnel to let them know more professional knowledge and be able to use 

relevant knowledge flexibly, to effectively improve the overall operation efficiency. 

At the same time, the training process should also continue to increase the work skills 

of maintenance personnel, so that when they encounter problems, they can quickly come up 

with reasonable solutions to speed up aircraft maintenance. In addition, the training also 

requires maintenance personnel to have good style and moral character, and to be practical 
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and responsible in their work. In addition, when carrying out training work, maintenance 

personnel should also be assessed, from all aspects, maintenance personnel are required to 

meet the qualified standard, thus helping to improve the quality of maintenance. The 

comprehensive quality of maintenance personnel, which is constantly strengthened, can help 

further promote the good development of civil aviation industry and provide sufficient 

reliability guarantee for safe aircraft flight. 

 

 

3) Attach importance to safety management education.  

From the perspective of safety, we should pay full attention to civil aviation 

maintenance management, actively change the staff's attitude towards safety management, 

and make them fully aware of the important role of aircraft maintenance management.  

Therefore, when carrying out safety management work, enterprises should strengthen 

safety management education to make managers fully understand the practical significance 

of management work in maintenance, so as to gradually change the traditional thinking of 

managers. constantly enhance the safety awareness of managers. In the process of education, 

we should strengthen the publicity of safety management. With the development of the 

information age, enterprises can comprehensively publicize safety management by video. 

Let managers fully understand the specific content of safety management and the overall 

situation after the occurrence of safety accidents. At the same time, enterprises can also 

establish a special publicity platform for managers to carry out detailed discussions around 

the theme of safety management of maintenance, to enhance their own awareness. In the 

actual work, we can pay more attention to the relevant management content, put the relevant 

management work into practice, and then achieve efficient management. When on the job, 

employees should do their best to keep their mind clear of distractions and anything that will 

take attention away from their work — even the most experienced mechanics get distracted 

sometimes. By following risk management practices, technicians can avoid simple mistakes 

that can lead to severe accidents. Remind your crew that it’s a good idea to double check 

even simple maintenance tasks to make sure not to forget anything.  
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In addition, in safety management education, different educational methods should be 

adopted to allow managers to make a comprehensive summary of the previous work, so as 

to grasp the problems in the management work and ensure that the maintenance work meets 

the ideal standard. 

 

4) Optimize the reward and punishment mechanism.  

In carrying out the work related to the safety culture of civil aviation aircraft 

maintenance organizations, the working status of maintenance personnel should be 

comprehensively analyzed, the specific contents should be mastered. In the actual 

management process, we should take measures of reward and punishment to strengthen the 

operation efficiency and promote the development of safety culture. 

For this reason, the organization should continuously optimize the reward and 

punishment mechanism in the context of specific situations. 

Under the assessment method, for the management personnel who pass the 

assessment, the enterprise should issue the certificate of conformity and provide them with 

corresponding prizes. At the same time, for the unqualified managers, enterprises also need 

to take appropriate punitive measures, so that managers to continue education, until they 

meet the standards before continuing to carry out management. 

In the actual management process, the enterprise can also contest the way to 

effectively mobilize the enthusiasm of the management personnel, so that they are more 

active in the activities, the competition to achieve excellent results of the personnel, to 

provide them with the corresponding material rewards, and then can play a good role in 

motivating them, so that they are more energetic in the work, to ensure that the maintenance 

of machinery management more detailed, fully guarantee the quality of machinery 

maintenance. 

In addition, in the process of reward and punishment mechanism, the enterprise can 

also take the way of spiritual incentive, expand the development space of the management 

staff, provide them with good promotion opportunities, and also provide them with 

opportunities to study abroad, so that the management staff in the process of aircraft 

maintenance, pay more attention to safety issues, rigorous management, reduce the 
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occurrence of safety accidents, comprehensive prevention and control of risks, so as to 

achieve the effect of promoting the cultivation of safety culture. 
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CONCLUSION 

Aircraft maintenance is dependent on human maintenance operations. With the 

continuous application of various modern high technologies on aircraft, maintenance ideas 

and concepts are constantly updated and changed. Aircraft maintenance requirements for 

human maintenance operations have reached an unprecedented level, and the human 

operation factor has become a decisive factor affecting the quality of aircraft maintenance, 

and the reliability of human operation directly affects the success or failure of maintenance 

results. Exploring the influencing factors of maintenance operation reliability and 

identifying the various influencing factors that lead to maintenance errors, so as to reduce 

human errors, has become an inevitable choice to improve maintenance quality. The 

quantitative analysis of the reliability of human operation in the maintenance process has 

become an important part of ensuring the quality of maintenance. In this thesis, when using 

the reliability analysis model to analyze the reliability of the maintenance team, a reliability 

analysis model practical for maintenance operations is established according to the 

maintenance team maintenance characteristics. 

Therefore, the main findings of the study are as follows. 

1. The study derived the relationship between maintenance reliability and 

maintenance error occurrence mechanism during maintenance operation, summarized and 

analyzed the shortcomings of the existing analysis methods about human reliability and the 

advantages of the analysis models, and established a research method for maintenance shift 

operation reliability according to the application characteristics of the original analysis 

methods. Through the research on the information processing model of maintenance team 

personnel, the framework of maintenance team reliability analysis was constructed, the 

relationship between the types of cognitive behaviors and cognitive failure modes of 

maintenance team was determined, and finally the IDPA analysis model for analyzing the 

operation process of maintenance team was established. 

2. Based on the characteristics of maintenance operations and the established IDPA 

analysis model, appropriate performance impact factors were selected, and the performance 

of the maintenance team was determined by the Delphi method. The Delphi method was 

used to determine the Performance Impact Factors (PIFs) of the maintenance team. Use the 
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identified PIFs to complete the Common Performance Factor (CPC) The identified PIFs are 

used to complete the Common Performance Factor (CPC) analysis and to complete the 

calculation of the event occurrence weights. 

3. The established IDPA reliability model was applied to calculate the probability of 

errors occurring during the maintenance process, quantifying the operational reliability of 

the maintenance operations. This model is used to quantify the operational reliability of the 

maintenance operation process, to manage the maintenance resources in the maintenance 

process, and to quantify the probability of human error in the probabilistic risk evaluation. 

This provides human factors data support for the quantification of the probability of error 

events in the probabilistic risk evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LABOR PROTECTION 

 

4.1. Relevant normative legal documents for labor protection 

Enterprises and institutions with employees are bound by all regulatory documents 

on labor protection in Ukraine. These legal documents are mandatory for all individuals 

and legal entities. Examples of relevant laws are as follows： 

1. Закон України «Про охорону праці» від 14 жовтня 1992 р. (нова редакція 

від 21 листопада 2002 р. з останніми поправками та доповненнями від 4 лютого 2021 

р.). This document defines the main provisions on implementation of the constitutional 

right of employees to protection of their life and health in the course of labor activity. It 

regulates the relations between employers and employees in the field of safety, 

occupational health and production environment with the participation of the relevant state 

authorities. It provides guidance for the establishment of appropriate, safe and healthy 

working conditions and provides uniform procedural standards for the organization of 

labor protection in Ukraine. 

 

Кодекс законів про працю України. з останніми поправками та доповненнями 

від 15 квітня 2021 р. This law defines the legal basis and guarantees for the exercise of 

the right of Ukrainian citizens to dispose of their productive and creative work capacity. 

It regulates the labor relations of all employees, promotes the growth of productivity, 

improves the quality of work, increases the efficiency of social production, and on this 

basis raises the material and cultural standard of living of workers. It is the first priority of 

every able-bodied person to strengthen labor discipline and gradually transform labor for 

the benefit of society. 
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3. Закон України «Про загальнообов’язкове державне страхування від 

нещасного випадку на виробництві та професійного захворювання, які спричинили 

втрату працездатності» від 23 вересня 1999 р. According to this law, the legal basis, 

economic mechanisms and organizational structure of compulsory state social insurance for 

citizens are defined. It effectively solves various problems that arise in case of disability or 

death of an insured person as a result of an accident at work. 

 

4. «Основи законодавства України про охорону здоров’я» від 19 листопада 1992 

р. This legal document ensures the enjoyment of the natural inalienable and inviolable right 

of everyone to health care. Social and state protection of the health level and gene pool of 

the Ukrainian people ensures the priority of health care in state activity, improvement of 

working conditions, learning, living conditions, solving environmental problems and 

introduction of a healthy lifestyle. The basic elements of Ukrainian health care legislation 

determine the legal, organizational, economic and social principles of health care in Ukraine, 

regulating public relations in this sphere to ensure harmonious development of physical and 

mental strength, efficient and long-term active life of citizens, elimination of factors 

negatively affecting their health, prevention and reduction of morbidity, disability and 

mortality, and improvement of heredity. 

 

5. Закон України «Кодекс цивільного захисту України» від 2 жовтня 2012 р. The 

law stipulates relations related to the protection of the population, territory, environment 

and property from emergencies, response to emergencies, operation of the civil protection 

system of a single country, and stipulates the powers of public authorities, Ukrainian citizens, 

foreigners and stateless persons , The rights and responsibilities of enterprises, institutions 

and organizations, regardless of ownership. Chapter 13 of the Law indicates that fire safety 

is an integral part of state activity for the protection of people's life and health, national 

wealth and environment. This document defines the general legal, economic and social basis 

of fire safety in Ukraine, regulates the relations of state bodies, legal entities and individuals 

in this sphere, regardless of the type of activity and form of ownership. 
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6. Закон України «Про забезпечення санітарного та епідемічного благополуччя 

населення» від 24 лютого 1994 р. з останніми поправками та доповненнями від 17 

грудня 2021 р. This legal document establishes norms that ensure the public interest arising 

in the sphere of sanitary and epidemiological well-being, determines the relevant rights and 

obligations of state bodies, enterprises, institutions, organizations and citizens. It also 

establishes the procedure for organizing state sanitary and epidemiological services and the 

procedure for implementing state sanitary and epidemiological supervision in Ukraine. 

 

7. Закон України «Про професійні спілки, їх права та гарантії діяльності» від 

15 вересня 1999 р. з останніми поправками та доповненнями від 27 квітня 2021 р. It 

defines the specificity of legal provisions, the principles of creation, rights and guarantees 

of trade union activity. 

 

4.2. Ensure fire safety in the workspace 

4.2.1. The degree of fire resistance of the workplace 

Determine the actual degree of fire resistance of the workplace building that 

accommodates the staff associated with the research for this thesis.  

Table 4.2.1.1 

The relationship between the building's structural characteristics and flammability  

(ДБН В.1.1-7:2016 Пожежна безпека об`єктів будівництва) 

Flammability Building's structural characteristics 

І, ІІ 
Buildings with load bearing and enclosure structures made of natural or man-

made stone, concrete, reinforced concrete, using non-combustible materials 

ІІІ 

Buildings with load bearing and enclosure structures made of natural or manufactured stone, concrete, 

reinforced concrete. The flooring is permitted to be of wood construction and protected by gypsum or 

non-combustible sheets, panels or materials of combustibility group G1, G2. The elements of the coating 

are not subject to fire resistance limits, fire spread requirements and wooden attic flooring must be treated 

with fire retardant treatment. 

ІІІа 

The houses are mainly built using a frame construction scheme. Frames are made of unprotected metal 

construction. The enclosed structure is made of metal profiled panels or other non-combustible panel 

materials with non-combustible properties or partially combustible. 

ІІІb 

The houses are mostly single-story with a frame construction scheme. The frames come from fire 

retardant treated wood. Enclosing structures are made of wood or wood-based materials. Wood and other 

combustible G3 and G4 materials for enclosed structures must be treated with fire retardant or fire and 

heat resistant 
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IV  

Buildings with load-bearing and closed structures, made of wood or other combustible materials and 

protected from fire and high temperatures with gypsum or other sheets and panels. The coating is not 

subject to fire resistance limits and fire spread limits, while wood attic flooring must be treated with fire 

retardant treatment 

IVa  

These houses are mainly single-story with framing design solutions. Framing elements come from 

unprotected metal structures. Closed structures made of metal profiles or other non-combustible materials 

with insulation of combustible groups G3, G4 

 

It’s concluded from Table 4.2.1.1 that our workplace building has a flammability level 

of І, ІІ. By more detailed classification, the flammability of this building is ІІ. 

 

4.2.2. Fire evacuation plan  

In order to determine the evacuation route of the second floor where the researchers 

are located, the floor plan of the second floor is drawn as Fig 4.2.2.1. 
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Fig 4.2.2.1 Fire evacuation plan 
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4.2.3. Calculation of evacuation time 

In order to determine the evacuation time of the study personnel, we need to perform 

the following calculations. 

 

4.2.3.1.Calculate the number of researchers: 

N=N201+N202+N203+N204+N205+N206=3+3+3+2+2+2=15 (p), (4.2.3.1) 

4.2.3.2.Calculate the office area of the building, a,b are the length and width of the 

building respectively: 

S=ab=7,421=155,4 (m2),    (4.2.3.2) 

 

4.2.3.3.Calculate the volume of the workplace, h is the height of the workplace: 

V=Sh=155,43=466,2 (m3),    (4.2.3.3) 

 

4.2.3.4. According to the classification of fire and explosion hazards, this building is 

classified as B.  

Checking Table 4, we can get that the time required for the researcher to evacuate 

safely from the workplace is 1.25 minute 

Table 4.2.3.1 

Safety evacuation schedule for different levels  

[Катренко Л.А. та ін.. Охорона праці: Навч. посібн. – Суми: ВТД «Університетська книга».] 

Classification of fire 

and explosion hazards 

Evacuation  time(min) Building volume (km3) 

Below15 30 40 50 Above 60 

А, Б 0,5 0,75 1 1,5 1,75 

В 1,25 2 2 2,5 3 

Г, Д - 

 

 

4.2.3.5. Formula for calculating the turnover density of personnel: 

пii

i
i

hl

fN
D




= ,     (4.2.3.4) 

 

Di – Turnover density of personnel (м2/м2); 
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f – The average area of one's horizontal projection is determined with reference to 

[Катренко Л.А. та ін... Охорона праці: Навч. посібн. – Суми: ВТД «Університетська 

книга», 2007. – 496 с.]. We choose the worst option for the cold season, for an adult wearing 

a winter coat, then f = 0.125 (m2/person); 

li – The length of the evacuation (m), determined according to the plan; 

hni –Width of evacuation (m), determined according to the plan. 

 

The evacuation is divided into two phases. 

1. people move from the most remote point of the office to the exit from it, we take 

the passage width of 1.2 (m). 

2. People move along the corridor to the stairway leading to the exit from the street, 

the width of the corridor is 1.4 (m). 

 

According to the room plan (Figure 4.2.2.1), we have the following offices (201, 202, 

203, 203a, 203b, 204, 205, 206) and two bathrooms (М, Ж). The length of each part of the 

evacuation route is indicated on the floor plan. 

Enter the results for each room evacuation route length into Table 4.2.3. 

 

Table 4.2.3.2. 

№ Room 

Phase 1 (room) Phase 2 (corridor) 

Total length of 

evacuation route 

(m) 

Components of 

evacuation route 

length (m) 

Length of 

evacuation route 

of the room (m) 

Components of 

evacuation route 

length (m) 

Length of 

evacuation route 

of the corridor 

(m) 

201 4,5+3 7,5 2,5 2,5 10 

202 3+3 6 7,5+1 8,5 14,5 

203 2+1 3 2+7,5+1 10,5 13,5 

203а 1,6+5+1 7,6 2+7,5+1 10,5 18,1 

203b 1,6+5+1 7,6 2+7,5+1 10,5 18,1 

204 2,5+3 5,5 4,5+2+7,5+1 15 20,5 

205 2,5+3 5,5 2+4,5+2+7,5+1 17 22,5 

206 2,5+3 5,5 2+2+4,5+2+7,5+1 19 24,5 
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Тable 4.2.3.3. 

Personnel flow density calculation results in phase 1 (in room) 

№ room 
Number of people in the room 

Ni, (person) 

Personnel flow density in phase 1  

Di, (m2/m2) 

Length  

l, (m) 

201 3 0,04 7,5 

202 3 0,05 6 

203 1 
0,05 2 

0,31 1 

203а 1 
0,02 6,6 

0,31 1 

203b 1 
0,02 6,6 

0,31 1 

204 2 0,04 5,5 

205 2 0,04 5,5 

206 2 0,04 5,5 

Notes. The evacuation routes of rooms 203, 203a, and 203b have a new flow density 

for the remaining 1m length after they are combined in 203. 

 

 

When people evacuate in a corridor, the evacuation path should be divided into 

separate areas. This is because the flow density of people changes (increases) as staff leave 

each room. Therefore, let us list the following zones. 

Zone 1 – From door 206 to door 205, length 2m; 

Zone 2 – From door 205 to door 204, length 2m; 

Zone 3 – From door 204 to door 203, length 4.5m; 

Zone 4 – From door 203 to door 202, length 2m; 

Zone 5 – From door 202 to the front door of the stairs, length 7.5m; 

Zone 6 –From door 201 to the front door of the stairs, length 1m; 

Zone 7 –From the intersection of pedestrian flow in the corridor near the exit to the 

exit door of the stairs, the length 1m. 
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Таble 4.2.3.4. 

Personnel flow density calculation results in phase 2 (in corridor) 

№ Zone 
Number of people in the zone 

Ni, (person) 

Personnel flow density in phase 2  

Di, (m2/m2) 

1 2 0,09 

2 4 0,18 

3 6 0,12 

4 9 0,4 

5 12 0,14 

6 3 0,27 

7 15 1,33 

 

 

4.2.3.6. The actual evacuation speed of people in rooms and corridors is determined 

by the value of the flow density of people in the ith segment. 

After knowing the movement speed of evacuees, we can determine the evacuation 

time of this workplace according to the formula: 

ti=li/Vi, (min)     (4.2.3.5) 

 

Enter the results in Table 4.2.3.5. 

Таble 4.2.3.5. 

№  li, (m) Di, (m2/m2) Vi, (m/min). Evacuation time ti, (min) 

Room    

201 7,5 0,04 100 0,075 

202 6 0,05 100 0,06 

203 2/1 0,05/0,31 100/46,76 0,02/0,021 

203а 6,6/1 0,02/0,31 100/46,76 0,066/0,021 

203б 6,6/1 0,02/0,31 100/46,76 0,066/0,021 

204 5,5 0,04 100 0,055 

205 5,5 0,04 100 0,055 

206 5,5 0,04 100 0,055 

Corridor    

1 2 0,09 83,24 0,024 

2 2 0,18 62,8 0,032 

3 4,5 0,12 74,76 0,06 

4 2 0,4 39,24 0,051 

5 7,5 0,14 70,21 0,107 

6 1 0,27 50,84 0,02 
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7 1 1,33 15 0,067 

 

4.2.3.7. Determine the time it takes for each researcher to evacuate from the room to 

the stairway exit. 

The evacuation time includes the movement time in the room (phase 1) and corridor 

area (phase 2) in the floor plan. We determined the actual time of evacuation from the 

workplace based on the previous data table. The results are entered in Table 4.2.3.6. 

Table 4.2.3.6. 

Results of actual workplace evacuation time 

№ Room 

Total length of 

evacuation 

routes, (m) 

Total time for room evacuation t, (min.) 

201 10 0,075+0,02+0,067=0,162 

202 14,5 0,06+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,254 

203 13,5 0,02+0,021+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,286 

203а 18,1 0,066+0,021+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,332 

203б 18,1 0,066+0,021+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,332 

204 20,5 0,055+0,06+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,36 

205 22,5 0,055+0,032+0,06+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,392 

206 24,5 0,052+0,024+0,032+0,06+0,051+0,107+0,02+0,067=0,413 
 

 

The resultant data (Table 4.2.3.6) shows that the longest evacuation time for 

researchers and workers in this workplace was t206 = 0.413 (min). This time is 1/3 of the safe 

time (1.25min) that the workers had to evacuate as determined in Section 4.2.3.4. Therefore, 

the actual evacuation time is satisfactory and acceptable, time value is within safe limits. 
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4.3. Conclution 

In the section on labor protection, the normative legal documents related to labor 

protection to be observed by institutions and companies are analyzed. 

The fire resistance class of the building in which this thesis was conducted is B (three-

story brick building).Based on the floor plan, an evacuation plan was developed on the 

second floor, where the researchers and staff were located. The plan provides an alternate 

evacuation exit from the end side with an open balcony and an external staircase of 1.2m 

width leading to the first floor (outside). 

The estimated evacuation time from the farthest room 206 to safety is t206 = 

0.413(min), which is three times less than the theoretical safe evacuation time (1.25min). 

Therefore, the actual evacuation time is satisfactory and fully safeguards the welfare and 

rights of the laborers. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

 

In present social climate, the public is increasingly concerned about the protection 

of the environment from the harmful effects of various human activities, and therefore the 

need for effective measures to minimize such effects is increasingly emphasized. The 

sources of pollution related to aviation may be located in and around airports, in which 

case the greatest impact is caused to the human-inhabited environment. Therefore, 

effective environmental protection measures should be implemented at airports and 

adjacent areas. 

Environmental protection has become a complex issue with the progress of human 

development, and its complexity comes from a combination of natural, social and 

economic factors. Although environmental protection requires a lot of human and material 

resources, it is worth it definitely. Because a good environment can improve a person's 

physical and mental state, thus providing a more powerful impetus for social and economic 

development. 

This chapter discusses the harmful effects of human aviation activities on the 

environment and presents the necessity of taking effective measures to minimize such 

behaviors. 
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5.1. The Necessity of Environmental Protection in the Aviation Industry 

 

The concept of environment includes the following elements: 

1) air, earth and water; 

2) all layers of the atmosphere; 

3) various organic and inorganic substances and living organisms; 

4) the natural systems in which the above interact. 

 

Since all these components work closely with each other, damage to one of them may 

have serious consequences for the whole system. To some extent, the aviation industry has 

a high potential for environmental pollution, and it has a more complex systemic character, 

therefore the aviation industry has higher requirements for environmental protection. 

In order to reduce the impact of local and global factors on the environment, it is 

important that the forces of the entire civil aviation industry counteract the harmful factors 

that damage the environment. 

 

 

5.2. Aviation Environmental Protection from the Airport Perspective 

 

From the appearance of pollution sources in the airport and surrounding areas, not 

only will the area directly adjacent to it be affected, but all the surrounding areas affected 

will in turn affect the pollution sources, and the probability is that the harmful effects on the 

environment will be aggravated. 

Since pollution may affect people's health and the ecology of the surrounding areas, 

efforts should be made to prevent the sources of pollution. Therefore, with the help of 

environmental protection measures, it is possible to get the opportunity to reduce the 

pollution from the source itself or to reduce its negative impact on the environment. These 

measures should include regulatory requirements for air and water quality, limits on 

permissible noise from aircraft engines, plans for measures to eliminate waste, plans for 

emergency environmental measures, and plans for rational use of the environment. 
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5.2.1. Rational Planning of Land in the Airport and Immediate Areas 

The environmental impact of airports can be limited through land use plans that 

include environmental management plans and procedures. 

In the past, conservation measures were limited to reducing pollution or finding ways 

to deal with waste. Recently, agencies have turned their attention to pollution prevention 

measures, the main purpose of which is to reduce or eliminate the need to fight pollution. 

The concept of "pollution prevention" can be defined as "the use of materials, processes or 

practical measures to reduce or eliminate the occurrence of pollutants and wastes at the 

source". This includes practices that reduce the use of hazardous and safe materials, energy, 

water or other resources. Preventive measures aim to eliminate the need to deal with 

pollution or eliminate its consequences. 

As already mentioned, in order to effectively prevent environmental pollution, careful 

planning of land allocation and land use is required. After all, proper planning and siting of 

future aviation companies, units and organizations will reduce the cost of compensating for 

environmental pollution. 

At the beginning of the development of civil aviation, the need for certain public 

controls on the use of land in the vicinity of airports was recognized. Often, these initial 

measures were effectively reduced to limiting the height of obstructions that could pose a 

hazard to flight production. The managers involved also recognized the need to regulate the 

following types of activities: 

a) Activities that cause electrical interference with radio communications and 

navigation; 

b) Lighting, pilot-carried lighting equipment used for air navigation; 

c) Smoke generation, which impairs visibility. 

 

There are two requirements for planning the use of land in the vicinity of an airport, 

as follows: 

a) To meet the needs of the airport, for example, by identifying obstacle limitation 

zones and prospects for airport expansion; 
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b) Ensuring minimal negative impacts on the environment and population, e.g. by 

moving residential areas away from areas affected by excessive noise or pollution; building 

planted forests between the airport and residential areas 

 

Although aviation noise litigation resonated in the early 1960s, it was only with the 

advent of large-scale commercial operations of turbojet aircraft that the compatibility of 

land use with noise levels near airports received much attention. Currently, aviation noise is 

probably the most important form of aviation impact on the environment, and as such it is 

classified as a major factor influencing land use planning near airports. 

Since the introduction of jet aircraft, noise is probably considered the most serious 

environmental problem associated with civil aviation. Noise levels near airports depend on 

two opposing trends: the replacement of aircraft noise with a less audible sample and the 

increase in air traffic. Thus, noise problems may decrease at some airports and may increase 

at others. In some cases, noise problems prevent the expansion of airport capacity, thereby 

increasing the level of load on the airport. Because of this and other environmental issues, 

some localities are considering limiting air traffic at airports for environmental reasons 

rather than airport capacity. In other words, the "airport operating capacity" standard is being 

replaced by a capacity standard based on environmental parameters. 

 

5.2.2. Air Pollution at Airports 

Air quality in the vicinity of airports depends on the level of emissions from aircraft 

engines, the level of emissions from airport vehicles and land transportation arrivals and 

departures, and the level of emissions from other sources, such as thermal power plants. 

Air pollution is a state of the air environment characterized by the presence of one or 

more air pollutants that can: threaten the health, safety or well-being of people; interfere 

with normal life processes or the use of property; threaten the health of the animal world; 

and cause damage to flora or property. 

Artificial shelterbelts are useful for purifying exhaust from aircraft and other facilities 

by providing long-lasting absorption of harmful gases and producing air that feels fresh. It 
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is also necessary to add air filtration devices to harmful gas emission pipes to effectively 

reduce the amount of harmful gases emitted to the outside world. 

 

5.2.3. Analysis of Land Contamination 

Land pollution problems mainly affect land use, soil erosion, surface and groundwater 

supply, and contaminated land can negatively affect flora and fauna. 

Land contamination problems occur not only in the construction of new airports, but 

also in the expansion of existing airport facilities. The nature of the problem varies from 

airport to airport. 

As a result of clearing vegetated sites and disturbing catchment conditions, the airport 

surface or its surrounding areas may suffer erosion under the influence of natural phenomena 

or, to some extent, by jet streams. This problem can be solved in most cases with the help 

of new plantings; however, in arid areas, measures may be required to prevent erosion with 

artificial structures such as slope cladding, artificial turf siding, and drainage swale cladding. 

During airport construction, special attention should be paid to the potential for water 

contamination. Construction work that may contaminate waterways includes vegetation 

removal, uprooting and pest control. For example, when vegetated areas are cleared, more 

soil is usually washed into the waterway. Persistent pesticides may enter the water as a result 

of pest control, especially through spraying. The hydrologic balance of the area's waterways 

may also be disturbed by equipment used to construct and build roadways and by fuels from 

chemical spills. Changes in the nature of the district’s natural drainage system due to the 

construction of the airport could result in flooding of portions of the river. Conversely, 

changes in the direction of runoff could result in drying of waterways. 

In some cases, the location of airports can affect the shoreline shape of rivers, lakes 

and oceans. When designing such airports, careful consideration should be given to the 

potential for environmental problems associated with water currents, silt deposits, marine 

and freshwater flora and fauna, and soil leaching from tides and waterways. 

Water pollution can be caused by direct or indirect discharges of land pollutants into 

the natural aquatic environment, resulting in changes in natural ecosystem characteristics 

and water chemistry, which in turn can have adverse effects on human health. Surface water 
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runoff is most often contaminated as contaminants flow from the man-made surfaces of 

airports into streams, rivers, lakes, etc. However, groundwater can also be contaminated if 

contaminants leak or spill and seep into the soil and enter the groundwater. 

The use of land for airports can also upset the balance of surrounding wildlife. The 

creation of airport infrastructure is often associated with clearing land, cutting down trees 

and other vegetation, altering the topography of the area, and destroying the nature of the 

watershed. As a result, airports can damage the natural environment and lead to the 

extinction of certain plant and animal species that are essential to the ecological balance of 

the area. 

Negative impacts on people are also possible. For example, agricultural land may be 

lost during the construction of an airport, which is a serious problem for some areas. 

 

5.2.4. Protection of Animals 

The issue of bird settlement and habits in and around airports is important, and the 

risk of collisions between aircraft and birds is linked to this. 

When designing new airports, the risk of collisions with birds can be minimized by 

carefully selecting sites and using the land around the airport for purposes that will not 

attract birds in the area, in addition to the migration routes of birds and natural settlement 

sites that attract them. When operating airports, bird problems can be solved with the help 

of insect repellent means and by creating unsightly conditions for birds in and around the 

airport. 

 

5.2.5. Protection against Chemical Contamination 

Many chemicals are used in the daily activities of the airport. If you do not follow 

proper systems for handling these contaminants, they can have a negative impact on the 

surrounding surface and groundwater. During the maintenance of aircraft and ground 

vehicles, industrial waste may be dumped, for example in the form of paint skins and metal 

surface coatings, cleaning agents used in aircraft cleaning. 

Although airports are not typically considered industrial complexes, the sources of 

industrial waste at airports are routine activities such as aircraft and land vehicle movements, 
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refueling, aircraft maintenance and repair work (including painting and tin work), partial 

engine testing, and land vehicle maintenance. Effective management of environmentally 

hazardous materials used to maintain and repair aircraft (e.g., oils, cleaners, and paints) and 

the disposal of airport and incoming aircraft waste should be ensured. 

 

5.3. Conclusion 

Environmental protection in aviation activities is very necessary. The degree to which 

the personnel of aviation organizations take environmental protection seriously directly 

affects the perception of this industry. It is not only a matter of image, but also has a 

profound impact on the fundamental interest of everyone in the world - to live in a healthy 

and comfortable world at all times and in all places. 

One of the closest relationships with people in the aviation industry is the airport. The 

environmental aspects of airports are no different from those of any other large building. In 

many countries, this type of environmental issue is regulated and enforced by general 

legislation. Aviation agency managers also need to take better protection measures based on 

the law to protect the environment on which human beings depend more effectively 

 


